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SECTION I

OPERATIONS - SICNIFICANT ACTIVITIES

A. REDOSI ]ATION AND RiMDFLAIZATION

I. (U) Redesignation - USARFAC General Order h57, Section I, para-
graph TC 010, rede3ignated the 101st Air Cavalry Division as the 101st Air-
borne Tivision (Airmobile) effective 15 September 1968.

2. (9) Reorganization.

a. During the period I Aug - 31 Oct, the division accomplished the
aiority of its planned Phase I (July - December) reorganization. Reorgani-

?ation began officially on 20 July 'iith the activation and organization cf
the 160th Aviation Group. This Group, which will eventually contain thv
majority of the Division's aviation assets, was initially organized pa fIl-
lows- Group HH (organized at a eadre strength of 57 personnel), 10ist AHB
(3 lift companies and 1 gun company), 159th ASHB (minus one company) and the
163rd Avn Co (GS) (minus the ASTA platoon). During the reporting period this
organization remained unchanged with the exception of the Group HHC, which is
presently at full TOE strength (223 personnel).

b. In order to support tne increased aviation assets, the Division
3upport Comoand also betan reorganizing according to the airnobile TOE on 20
ju, ,. The major reorganization occurred within the 801st Maintenance Battal-
ion. Co B, 8 01st was redesignated as GO A, 5th Trans Bn, and became the nu-
c.eus of the Division's aviation maintenanoe. Simultaneously, a Bn Hqs & Hqs
Co was activated (at cadre strength), in order to direct the aviation mainte-
nance activities. On 23 October the ULnd Trans Go (DS) closed in the Divi-
sion from CONUS. This unit will become Co B, 5th Trans Bn on/about 10 Novem-
ber, thus completing the organization of the 5th Trans Bn. Other changes,
which occurred within the Support Command included the assignment of a heli-
copter ambulance section to the 326th Med Bn, and the activation of the L26th
?S Bn, formerly a provisional unit. This activation included the redesigna-
tion of the 501st Supply Co and the l0st M (AE) Co as Companies A and B,
rpstectively, of the 426th S9S Bi. In aldition to the major changes, the
following Divisional units were also reorganized during the period: 326th
?ngr Bn, 101st HP Co, 101st Adnin Go, HHC, 101st Abn Divp and Brigade HHC's
(,ith the exception of the 1st Brigade).

c. Reorganization has been conducted in a smooth manner except for
several areas of confusion created by errors in the USAUAC GO constituting
reorganization authority. The C0 (USARPAC 325, dtd 28 June) omitted 1st Bde
HHC and organized the Divisionts aviation maintenance in a large TAM 3n con-
cept, rather than to the programmed cellular maintenance concept. These er-
rors were brought to the attetion of USAPV and USARPAC and a subsequent GO
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is expected in November to correct the problem. At this time the Division
has completed the majority of its internal reorganization and the remaining
reorganization is primarily dependent upon the arrival of incoming aviation
assets. (These assets include, Co C, 159th AMB, 158th AHB, Batteries A, P
and C, 4-77th FA (kA-) Bn and Troops A, B and C, 2-17th Cay Sqdn. All of
these assets should arrive by the and of March 1969, at which time the Dlvr'
sion will be conniet Ay airmobile.

8. OrEMRTIONS

1. (C) During the rariod I August to 31 October 1968, the 101st Air-
borne Division condumted operations in oordination with the let ARN Divi-
sion to provide f-r the eternal defense of Hue City; interdict Hwy 547 and
Hwy 57A; implement rice denial measures; destroy NVA/VC forces, VC infra-
structure, caches and Installations; and assist in the pacification progro_
of Thua Thien Frovince. Theoperations conducted during the reporting perici

included Operation )MERSkfT PLAIN (4 Aug - 20 Aug) and continuation of
Operation NEVADA EA(LE (17 May - continuing).

2. (C) Operation S)MERSET PLAIN consisted of a combined US/ARVN air-
mobile th2rust into the A 1hau Valley to destroy enemy forces# installatlon6
and caches, and to interdict the eneriy's main line of oommrnication into
ICTZ, the A Shau Valley. A Task Force composed of the ist Bde, 1iLst Abn i~n%
and the 2nd and 3rd Bn's, let ARVN Regt, conducted combat assaults into the
valley on 4 Aug and 5 Aug. respectively. The Taa Force operated under thu
direct.:Ln of CO 101pt Atn Div.

3. (C) During Operation NEVADA EAC E, the 2nd Bdeq 101st A1an Div, aoni.
ducted a series of cordon operations near the populated areas on the coast",
plains east of Hue to attack the VC infrastructure; the 3rd Bde, 82nd Abn
Div, under the operational control of the lOlet Abn Div until 4 Oct, conduct-
ed static security missions and reconnaissance in force operations to pro-
vide- security for Hue; and the ist Bde, 101st Abn Div, following the com-
pletion of Operation 3 MMS-T PLAIN, conducted RIF operations in the Nui Ke
mountains south and ea-t of Hue. The 3rd Bde, 10lst Abn Div, which moved
from II1 CTZ and returned to the operational control of the 101st Abn Div
on 3 Oct 68, assumed control of the area of operations vacated by the 3rd
Bdt, 62nd Abn Div, Pnd began RIF operations in its assigned AO.

4. (0) The 101st Airborne Division combat operations dwing the period
I Aug - 31 Oct were characterized by extensive reconnaissance in force (Ri?),
airmbile and soft cordon operations. Enemy activity# with few exceptions,
was characterised by squad-mite or smaller operations, boobytrap incidents
and harassing gro-.nd actions. The chronological sequence of significant ccm-
bat operations during the reporting period is as followst

a. 4 Aug - 20 Aug Operation SOVZRSET PLAIN.

3
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(1) During the latter part of July, the Division finalized its
plans, marshalled forces xnd constructed fire bases for a two brigade US-ARVN
comoined airmobile operation into the A Shau Valley. During the period 15
Jul - 3 Aug, Fire BaSes Son (YD 472011) Berchtesgaden (YD 435011), Eagle's
Rest (YD 405036) and Gorgiq (YD 418032) were constructed adjacent to the
valley to facilitate continuous surveillance, both visual and radar, and oom-
prehensive artillery fire support throughout the valley. Fire Bases Birming-
ham (YD 706102) and Baitogne (YD 620095) were expanded to shortan helicopter
turn around time and to improve medical, and resupply support. Fire Base Bir-
mingham was expanded to include refuel and rearm pads cqpable of handling 15
helicopters at one time. In addition, space and facilities were provided for
storing a five day reserve of Classes I, II, IV, IV-A and V and two days of
Class III. The expanded supply facilities enabled combat units in and near
the valley to be resupplied quickly, r~uced helicopter turn around time for
resupply and combat missions, and reduced the impact of inclement weather.
At FB Bastogne, an expanded medical clearing station facility proved to be
particularly valuable in providing timely medical treatment to the casual-
ties resulting f om an errant air str.ke on 10 Aug, Which resulted in 7 US
KNHA and 54 US WNHA.

(2) The original date for the commenceent of the operation, 1
August, was delayed until 4 August because of inclement weather. On 4 Aug,
units of the Ist Bde, 2-502 Inf and 2-327 Inf, c-nducted combat assaults into
the A Shau Valley in the vicinity of A Luoi and Ta Bat, respectively. As the
two battalions conducted the combat assault, 1-327 Inf maintained blocking
positions astride Huy 547A, east of Ta Bat, to assist in providing a safe
air cordon for the combat assault. Frior to 4 Aug, 1-327 Inf conducted ex-
tensive sweep operations along Hwy 547A to clear enemy forces from the area
and along the flight path of the combat assault forces. On 5 Aug, a two bat-
talion task force (2d and 3rd En's) from the ist ARN Regt, Ist ARVN Di
oonducted a combat assault into the valley in the vicinity of Ta Bat. The
2-327 Inf secured the LZ as the ARVM forces were lifted into the valley.
During the period 5 Aug - 17 Aug, both the Ist Bde and let ARVN Regt forces
encountered souad to company size enemy forces. The enev employed delaying
and harassing tactics as the US/ARVN forces conducted reconnaiseqnce in
force operations in the valley. The eneny forces encountered were consider-
ably smaller in size than those anticipated by the intelligence sources and
no major enemy caches or installations were found. On the nights of 16-17
and 17-18 August, elements of the 326 Engr Bn and two six-man teams from the
Division Long Range Patrol Company emplanted minefields and sensors at three
choke points in the valley.
Each mine was booby trapped and fitted with a delay fuse to destroy the mine
after a set period of time. The sensors were monitored by a station, which
was positioned on FB Eagle's Nest and had a direct telephone line to the
artillery unit located there. An imediate response ty artillery fire was
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provided when senior devices detected eneV noveiient in the vicinity of the
irefielda. Aerial reconnaiglsance indicated that this procedure cieni4d the
snei the use of this principal 10C for over tw'o weeks after the maneuver
iuts were axtracted-, The maneuver elenta were extracted on 18 and 19Xmy,

and the operation meet ended on 20 Aug,

(3) The results of the combat operations in the valley by the
US/ARYN forces were:

(a) IUS Totals

Fredl oje n~ oses

19 US KHA 93 NVA KIA
104 U S vft 1 NVA PW

2 US IUA 23 Indiv -,4,ns Capt
11 Crew Serv Wpns Capt

(b) A.RVN Totals:

15 AmV KHA, 8 NVA KIA
57 AmVN A 3 NVA FW

2 ARVN MIA 22 Indiv '4pna Capt
2 Crew Serv Wpns Capt

(o.) Equipmuent captured and destroyed by US/ARVN forces:

Quantity TA Quantity Typ

7 ea 2 ton trucks destroyed 5ta ea Mines
12 tons Rice captured 51 lbs Medicine
11 rds l22am rocket sommnition 4 ea Medical kits

114~2 rda Crew served weapon &mnunition 11 km Comunications wire
18 cases 12.7 H1MG ammunition 1 ea Switchboard
32 cases Small arms ammunition 2 ea Field telephones

215 *a Hluts destrayed

(d) US Aircraft damaged or destroyed:

DamagedDestroyed

4~ GOflslips 4~ ounships
7 Troopships 1 LOH
1 Troopship (Non hos- 1 USAF F-4.

tile ac- 3 Troopships (Non hostile ac-
tion) tion)

COA~cL.V,, 7/5~
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b. 8 - 9 August: On 8 - 9 August the 1-501st Info National Police
Field Forces (61 personnel), a Popular Force squad, a Psyops broadcast team,
elements of the Provincial Reconnaissance Units and Police Special Branch
Teems conducted a cordon operatiri in the hamlets of An Truyen (YD 8126) and
Ap Trieu Son (YD 8027). Numerous agent reports had indicated the presence of
at least one VC platoon in the area. In a6dition, information from agents
also described the methods hich the VC used to elude the previous allied
s,,mps through the same rea. If the US/RF/PF forces swept overland, VC ob-
servers in observation posts located in pagodas fired warning shots, and the
VC hid in the nearby rice paddy and marshy areas. If the allied forces came
by helicopter, the VC observers would warn the VC to hide in the bunler com-
plexes in the vicinity of the hamlets.

To preclude similar occurrences, the 1-501st Inf coordinated with the
local RF/PF, NPfF and US Navy elements to conduct a combined operation. On
the morning of 8 Aug# A, B, and C/l-501st Info with NPFF forces, swept over-
lnd gnd established a cordon around the two hamlets. SA:Aultaneously, iS_.
Navy Patrol Air Cushion Vehicles (PACV), not previously used in tihe rl!-
waited approximately 5 km away far the word to move to the scene of the cor-
don. After the cordon was established, the PACVS sw ept toward the cordoned
hmiets. Following the arrival of the PACV' s, observation of the VC movement
and their suspected locations was maintained by helicopters, which flew to th
scene only after the VC had committed themselves to hiding in the water. The
ability of the PACV's to enter' the shallow marshy areas, combined with con-
cussion grenades thrown into the rice paddies and the noise of the PACVTs,
caused the hiding VC to vacate their watery hiding places. Following inter.-
rogation of the 104 detainees, 23 were classified as PW's and 40 were classi-
fied as Civil Defendants (law violators).

The An Truyen Operation was based on reliable intelligence which led to
the conception of a plan which ccibined Airborne-Naval-Vietnamese forces to
exploit this intelligence. The plan provided inherent flexibility and made
maximum use of the advantages of the air cushion vehicles. The professional
manner in which the operption was executed is evident as 43 VC were killed
and 23 VC and 11 individual weapons captured without a single friendly cas-
ualty. It also points out the advantages of changing tactics, and using new
techniques and equipment. The key elements of this successful operation
were the auick reaction to good intelligence, maximum use of available re-
sources, detailed planning and coordination, a tactical concept different
from the norm, and surprise.

c. 23 Aug - 3 Sep: On 13 Augist CPL Duong Caoo of the 43d Observer
Go, 5th Regt, rallied to a CAP team. He revealed knowledge of the location
of the base camp and cache sites of the 5th NVA Regiment wiest of the Nui Ke
ountains. An offensive sweep into this region by 1st Bde, 101st Abn Div
units in July met with sporadic resistance indicating the enemy's pr~eqenye.

6
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The operation was terminated bcfc-e full results could be realized due to
the start of Operation SOHERS:' .iAIN. On 23 August, following the conclu-
alon of Operation SOMERSET PLAIN and the increased availability of helioop-
ters, 1-508 Inf conducted a combot assault into landing tones vicinity FB
rick (yC 834997). Led by the rallier, the 1-508 Inf moved toward the base

caps of the 5th NVA Regiment vicinity Yo 7999. After 11 days of heavy fight-
ing, the 1-508 Inf had killed 189 enemy and captared 3 enerm, 685 individual
weapons and 46 crew-served wercrons. Searches of the base car'-s in the vicin-
ity of YT 7899, 7999, 8099, 81?9, 7898, 7998, 8098, and 8198 resulted in the
capture of the following additional enemy materiel- 5624 rds 60/82mm mortar
am; 306,050 rds sm.a. sams ammo; 129 AP/AT mines; 990 lbs of TNT; 21 radios;
352 gas masks; 761 grenades; and 15.5 tons of rice.

d. 3 Sep - 6 Sep: Combat operations were ha]ted during Typhoon Bess,
which br-,-iht heavy rains and gusts of wind up to 40-60 knots. During the
period Ct62oo Sop - 061.400 Sop, a total of 19.02 inches of rain fall c,- Camp
Eage (TD 808162), the Division Base Camp. All combat aviation missioua were
cancelled during this period. After the heavy rains stopped, the RF/FF forcei
and 1-501 Inf conducted several Eagle Flights over the flooded coastal low-
lands in en attempt to locate eneiV forces. Civil Af faire teams were very
active as they distributed tons of needed food, clothing and construction
materials to the local Vietnamese who had suffered economic and physical dam-
age to their property.

e. 10 Sep - 31 Oct: As a result of the decreasing number of con-
tacts during July and August with the NVA main force ard VC local force units
on the coastal lowlands surrounding Hue, a series of operations wis planned
to destroy the VC Infrastructure. During these operations, emphasis was
placed on coordination with and use of GVN forces, surprise, isolation of
the battlefield, minimui, destrx-tion of civilian property and population con-
trol. (See Section It Lesson. earned, Operations, for a description of
the methods of ponducting sof coruon operations.) Preparatory fires were
placed only on barren areas near the LZ'c. Fires on other targets, such as
known or suspected eneW locations, were planned but not fired unless neces-
sary .Lor the prevention of friendly casualties. The soft cordon took place
in populated areas where enemy resistance was expected to be light. 'MLe con-
bined results of the soft eordon operations are as follows,

Allied losses Enemy losses

2 US KHA 313 XIA
7 ArIVN/GVN KHA 651 PW*

22 US '4HA 395 Indiv Wpns Capt
36 ARVN/GVN WA 11 Crew Served Wpns Capt

120 Hoi Ch anhs

77 Civil Defendants
*(252 of the PW were classified anci

identified as members of the VC

infrastructure.)

A I X - -' / Ti q , _
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(See Inclosure 3 (Letter of TRLY40) for a Viet Cong's description of the
effectiveness of the l1st Abn Div soft cordon operations.)

The significant soft cordons are individually described in chronological
order as follows:

(1) 10 Sep - 20 Sep: The first of the soft cordon operations
was conducted on the peninsula of Vioh Loc, a long time VC stronghold. (See
Inclosure 4, After Action Report - Operation Vinh Loc).

(a) The task organization of forces in the operation was

as followst

TF 1-501 Inf 5Lth ARVN Ret

A/I-501 Abn Inf 7th LVN Cay Sqdn
B/1-5Oi Abn Inf 3 P th ARVN Cay Trp
D/1-501 Abn Inf 1-54th ARVN Bn

2-54th ARVN B
3-5Lth ARVN n

VINH LOC Regional Forces GVN Fbrces

922 RF CO National Police
955 RF Co Police Field Force

Police Special Branch
Support Forces Census Grievance Committee

Revolutionary Development Cadre
Hua River Scty Group 12th and 13th Coastal Groups
US Navy Swift Boats Provincial RLconnaisssnce Unit

(b) The operation began with the 2-54 and 3-5L ARVN Bns
occupying blocking positions west of Vinh Loc Island from TD 5PL0204 to ZD
026110 on 10 Sep to drive the enery across the water into Vnh Inc (D). Si-
multaneoualy, D/1-501 Inf conducted RIF operations near TD 9'4I to force the
enemy towards the southwest and into Vinh Ioc (D). At first -ight on 11 Sep,
3/7 ARVN Cav Trp moved from Col Co Beech (TD 8632) southeast and occupied a
blocking position to block the escape routes to the northwest from the is-
lanI. At 0700 hrs 1-501 Inf and 1-54 ARVN BnI' combat aseau ted into seven
separate 12's. As the ombat assault was in progress, the Y 7 Cay Trp swept
down from its blocking position and linked up with the 1-54 ARVN Bn. As the
1-501 Inf moved off their LZ'i, PF platoons were lifted from the Vinh loc (D)
headquarters and joined the US infantry companies. All units then attacked
rapidly to the south in their zones, using the Special Branch Forces and NPFF
teams for searoh, interrogation and identification of -the suspects detained.

C 1A/ 7/ ,Q
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Intelligence gained from these teams was immediately exploited as the oper-
ation progressed. The results of the operation were,

Friendly losses Enermx Losses

2 US WHA i54 YIA
2 ARVN KHA 370 PW (Of the Mrs, 126 were classified as
7 ARVN WHA members of the VC infrastructure.)

176 individual Wpns
3 Crew Served Wpns

56 Hoi Chanhs
58 Civil Defendants

(2) 27 Sep - 10 Oct: The 1-501 Inf, 2-17 Cav, and Vietnamese
forces from -Phu Vang (D) and Huong Thuy (D) conducted a soft cordon oper-
ation to attack and destroy the VC infrastructure in rhu Vang District.
During the period June - August, elements of 1-501 had frequent co, tact with
small groups of VC, and enountered ntmerous boobytraps in the Phu Vang area,
but had not been able to close with gnd defeat large VC forces. The VC had
intimidated the local population so effectively, that allied forces had not
been able to locate the VC. As a result of this situation and an increasing
number of aircraft receiving ground fire in the area, 1-501 coordinated and
planned a series of cordon operations in Phu Vang District. On the morning
of 27 Sep, is and C o'se, 1-501 Inf moved overland to establish cordons and
searched around the hamlets vic TD 815265 and YD 807272. US Navy Patrol Air
Cushion Vehicles (PACV) patrolled the waterways adjacent to the cordoned ham-
lets. 1-501 Inf in the north (YD6027-YD8322), 2-5h ARVN on the east (YD8322-
YDf319), 2-17 Cav on the south (YD8319-YD7920), established a cordon prior to
darkness on 27 Sep 68. The 2-5h ARVN Bn swept across the island on 28 Sep
on th-ee axes, fragmenting the enemy elaennts. During the ensuing searches
conducted by the 3-54 MRVIM and by blocking forces, the allies killed 96 VC,
and captured 174 VC, 153 indiv~dual weapons and 8 crew served weapons. In
addition, PSY0PS midssions conducted during the operation resulted in 46 oi
Chanhs returning to the GVN. Of the 174 PW captured, 98 R4 were classified
as members of the VC infrastructure. Friendly losses during the operation
were 9 US 4HA, I ARVN KHA, 8 ARmN W.HA, 2 FF IHA.

(3) 199rt - 23 Oct:. 1-501 Inf, 1-54 AR7I, 3-54 AR"N, %uong Thuy
FPt s and US and ARVN Naval elemnts established a soft cordon vic YD 9126,
YD 9226, and YD 8828, .-hich resulted in the following enemy lossesi 3 ene:ny
killed, 16 VC and 6 individual weapons captured and 18 Hoi Chanhs returning
to the GVN. There were no allied casualties.

(4) 20 Oct - 25 Oct: 2-502 Inf, 3/7 AARV Cay Trp, National
Police Field Forces and Huong Thuy RFts captured 2b VC in a soft cordon vic
YD 9010, 9009, 8910 and 9011. Friendly losses were I US KHA and 5 US MiA.

9
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(5) 26 Oct -31 Oct: 1-501 Inf, TN, D/1-502 Inf and
PRF/PF elements conducted a soft cordon operat. ne vicinity of YD 8322,
the sae area as the cordon conducted during 2, - 10 Oct. Following the
establishment of the cordon on 26 Oct, the ARVN, F/PF and NPFF forces swept
through the cordoned area engaging the VC elements in the hamlets and cap-
turing several. The operation ended on 6 Nov and the final results were:

Friendly Losses Enemy Losses

1 US KHA 6 uS '14A 56 VC KIA
3 ARVN KHA 12 A11VN WAA 66 VC/rowi
I RF/FF KHA 7 RF/PF dRA 1 NVAFPOW

60 Individual Wpns Captured
3 Hoi Chanhs

7 Civil Defendants

f. 15 Sep - 16 Oct: On Sep 15, 1-327 Inf and 2-502 Inf conducted
an airmobile combat assault into the Dong Truoi buntains south of Hue.
Fbr the next 32 days, the two battalions conducted extensive company-size
RIP operations to locate and destroy the enemy forces indicated to be in
the area. The combat assault of the two bettalions was conducted in re-

sponse to an increasing number of agent and sniffer reports, which indicated
the ener's presence in the Iong Truci Mountains (Ye 8097). In addition,
interrogation of the large number of FWs and Hoi Chanhs gathered by the
2nd Bde during its cordon operation in Vinh loc, confirmed the presence of
five infantry battalions of the 4th and 5th NVA Regt's in the Truoi Moun-
tains area. During the period 15 Sep - 16 Oct, the two battalions main-
tained continuous pressure on the enemy forces and, during the frequent
contacts with squad to platoon size enemy forces, killed 78 NVA and cap-
tured 11 Pd, 32 individual weapons and 3 crew-served weapons. This oper-
ation served to keep at least five enemy battalions off balance and caused
them to displace towards the southwest, thus relieving pressure on Da Nang,
oni L. #1 from Phu Bai to Hai Van Pass, and on Phu loc District. The oper-
ation also prevented eney reinforceuent and recovery from his losses in
Phu Veg, Phu Thu, and Vinh ioc Districts.

g. 15 Sep - 19 Oct: Durin6 this period, the 3d Bde, 82d Abn Div
moved from I CTZ to III Z. The 3d Bde, 82d Abn Div was released from the
operational control of the 101st Atn Div on h Oct 68, by authority of USARV
ao 4665, para TC 023, dtd 8 Oct 68. Simultaneously, the 3d Bde, 101st Abr

Div moved fri III CTZ to I CTZ, End returned to the operational control of
the 101st Abn Div, effective 3 Oct 68.

h, AD Boundary Extensions: Due to relocation of allied forces,
principally the Ist Marine Division, in I CTZ, the 101st Abn Div eastern
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A0 boundary was extended on 14 Oct to the east to include Phu tac Dstrict
and all of southern Thua Thien Province, with the exception of the Hoi Van
Pass. On 28 Oct, the Division AD was extended to the northern Thus Thien
Province boundary, as the lat Cay Div (ANBL) was alerted to move to III CTZ.
The 101st Abn Div TAR now encompasses all of Thua Thien Province, with the
exception of Hai Van Pass located north of Da Nang.

5. (C) The results of the Division's combat operations during the
reporting period weret

*Friendly Losses .Enemy Losses

68 KHA 1249 KIA
567 WRA o6 vc/N,

2 MIA 9 NVA/FW
1299 Individual Weapons

92 Crew Served Weapons
545 Hol (Chahs
84 Tons of Rice
31 lbs of Documents

*(These figures reflect 2 the 101st kbn Jiv casualties and those losses
inflicted on the eneiV ty 101st Abn Div units. The figures do not in-
clude the casualties sustained by AnN or GVN forces or losses --Micted
on the enemy by i - ,1.and GVN forces during the numerous combined
operation: with ttle 101st Abn Div.)

(U) Increased empnasis was placed on training during the period 1 AD-
gust to 31 October 1968. Training inspections/visits in July-August in-
dicated that units were deficient in reintaining records of training com-
pleted. In part, U.is resulted from units misinterpreting Div Reg 350-1.
In order to standardize training records, and to establish a system that
was relatively simple, yet complete, Div Peg 350-2 was published. This
new regulation reouires that 'uarterly Training Reports be submitted con-
taining a list of those mandatory training reouirements accomplished

during each cuarter. In this manner ACofS, G3 is able to monitor the units'
training progress, while the unit is able to maintain a readily available
record of training accomplished. Several training areas which received
special emphasis are as follows

1. The Screaming Eagle Replacerment Training School (SERTS) at Bien
Hoa was reorganized to increase the cadre strength to 140 personnel. The
School's POI was also adjusted to conform to new USARV training requirements,
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ind to satisfy training requirements from the field.

2. The Division established an airmobile operations school, spensored
by the 160th Avn op, to standardize airmo)'ile procedures, and to familiarize
brigade and battalion commanders and S3 and 53 Air officers with the capa-
bilities and limitations of the Division's aircraft. This orhoe] was found
to be particularly effective, and will be repeated periodically ar incoming
field grade officers and all aviators.

3. The Division organized a mobile training team in resporse to the
demonstrated need for additional training in detecting and detonating mines
and boobytraps. The team was sent to both the 25th Inf Div and 1st Marine
Div *ines and Boobytrap.l schools. The team is now developing a suitable
program of instruction for training Division units.

4. The Division continued to use the reciprocal mobile training program
with the let ARVN Div. The 101st Abn Div conducted instruction on weapons,
to include care and cleaning, employment and techniques of fire,. The 1st
ARVN Div presented very informative classes on VC/Sapper tactica and tech-
niques and VC mines ard boobytraps. Throughout the reporting period, the
Division followed a procedure of rotatinU infantry battalionsto Camp Eagle
or LZ Sally for a 3-7 day stand-down. This procedure has enabled the bat-
talions to conduct meaningful and highly sucecessful training In a short
period of time.

D. CHEHICAL

1. (U) Durinr the repor ing period the Division Chemical Section con-
tinued a diversified program employing munitions in support of Division tac-
tical operations. !ith the 20th and 36th Chemical Detachments and 10th
Chemical Platoon (OS) attached, the Chemical Section conducted incendiary,
tactical CS drop, tunnel contamination, Jefoliation, airborne personnel
detection, insecticide, maintenance, and training missions.

2. (C) Riot control agents ..ere used both in tactical support and
bulk dispersal operations. Eleven tactical drops o" non-persistent CS
munitions were made durin,- the rerorting period; six from UH-l aircraft
and five from C;4-7 aircraft.

a. The most impressive action in which CS was used, was in support
of a cordon operation on a peninsula, vic AU 8307, during the period 23-30
Oct 68. The cordon conducted by 2-327 Inf sealed off the peninsula. where
200 enemy were reported to be located. Tactical CS drops were conducted in

12Z
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connct on with naval gunf ire, artillery and fires from gunships. One kamn-
dred sixty E-158 Tactical CS Canister Clusters and 1792 M7A3 CS Venadea
were dropped in five missions from a CH-47 aircraft, and 10 E-151rand 192
M7A3s in one mission from UH-1 aircraft in suport of the operation during
a five day period. Duhring the operation five enery personnel were killed
as a direct result of CS being used in conjuctlon with aerial fire power.
In addition, two Hoi Chanhs rallied saying that they could not take the CS.
This was the first time in this Division that CH 4 7 aircraft were used for
tactical non-persistent CS drops. 7he success of the drops indicates that
this is a practical method for placing an incapacitating concentration of
CS over a large area.

b. Another example of the use of CS to complement conventional
fire power occurred on 21 sep 68 when E-8 tactical CS launchers were em-
ployed succesafully in support of offensive operations by the Black Panther
O(Mpay of the 1st ARVN Division (OPCON to let Bde, 101st Abn Div). While

moving along the axis of advance, the rear element of the company was en-
gaged on a trail at YC 96W,9 with automatic weapons and RPG fire. Organic
beapons and artillery were employed, but the enemy held their positions. For
three days the company continued to probe the enei's bunkered positions on
I'ill 790 (YD 965950). Artillery was continuously employed, until the lead
elerient attacked the enemy positions, but the company could not overrun the
position.r. A light fire team was employed t.ice, but the friendly element
still could not advance an appreciable distance. The 101st Abn Div Arty
Chemical Officer, who was attached to the Black Panther Company as the
Artillery LO, recommended the use of CS in order to dislodge the enemy.
The Bde delivered eight E-6I CS launchers to the unit. Five E-8 launchers
were fired point blank into the bunkers, and artillery was simultaneously
UeplOyed. The lead element then moved forward and took the hills while
receiving only sporadic srvill arms fire. Upon reaching the hilltop, one
dead VC was found. T.'o days later the company founi fresh graves contain
Ing live bodies, believed to have been killed during the fight for Hill
790.

3. (C) In support of the 2-501 Inf, which conducted a RIF operation
during the period 22-24 Oct, the Chemical Section conducted six incendiary
drum drop "Fireball', missions from CH-47 aircraft. A total of 170 55-gal-
lon drums of fuel mix (50% diesel - 50,' JP-4) was dropped using a special
slink loading techniqueo The burning fuel sustained fires that lasted
apprfximately thirty minutes. The fires burned out the underbrush ex-
posing boobytrap trip wires and causing several secondary explosions.

C4A t _P LrA/ 7/
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Although not originally designed for use in support of troops in contact,
the fireball missionswere a highly successful addition to combat firepower
for close support. The success of the mission can be attributed to the
sill of the CH-47 pilots, who responded to the ground commander's call
and dropped the drums of fuel mix within 200 meters of friendly unite.

4. (C) The Division Chemical Section also conducted 45 airborne
personnel detection missions. Results from these missions were used ex-
tensively in targeting M I fires and air strikes.

E- I-TULLIQ CE:

1. (C) At the beginning of the reporting period there were three NVA
regiments (4th, 5th, 803d), one NVA battalion (9-90th), and six local force
companies.operating in the Division AD. All of the units, with the excep-
tion of the two battalions of the O3d Regt, were corisidered combat effec-
tive. The K1 and K3 Bn' s, 803d Regt were considered combat ineffective due
to the heavy losses inflicted by allied forces during Aprilj, May and June.
The enemy forces were attempting to avoid contact, and were trying to re-
plenish manpower losses sustained during and after the first and second
offensives. They were also conducting reconnaissance, and attempting to
rebuild equipment, a mmit l r and food caches in preparation for future
offensive operations.

2. (C) Prior to the beginning of the reporting period, intelligence
reports indicated that enen7 elements were actively building defensive
positions in the A Shau Valley. In addition, they were clearing and im-
proving both Route 548 and 547A, wihile moving large amounts of supplies and
rerlacements into Thua Thien Province and northern ICTZ. To deny the enemy
this major infiltration route, the 101st Abn Div initiated Operation TTP.-
SET FLAIN into the A Shau Valley. This operation successfully forced the
enemy out of the valley and into Laos. Prior to withdrawing from the valley
on 19 Aug, the 101st Abn Div interdicted Pbutes 58 and 547A at several
locations, and implanted three minefields at choke points in the valley.

fter the Division's units departed from the valley, the enemy began imme-
diately to move back into the valley. His movement was significantly ham-
pered, however, by the minefields and barriers in the valley, and by artil-
lery units firing in response to sensor detections.

3. (C) In late August, elements of the 5th NVA Regt were forced to
withdraw to the south of their normal base areas iij response to the 1CDst
Abn Div operations into the Nui Ke litains (YD 7605). The NVA units a-
voided contact with the Division units, and in mid-October reentered their
base camps when the Division withdrew from the area.

C,.,"_F' V
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4. (C) Due to highly successful rice denial operations conducted in
the coastal lowlands by the 101st Abn Div and other allied forces during
May, June and July, the 803d NVA Regt was unable to obtain enough food to
supply its units and was forced to withdraw into Laos to refurbish and re-
supply its units.

5, (C) The six lccal force companies which operated throughout the
lnqlands of Thua Thien (P) were fully combat ready at the beginning of the
reporting period; however, after a series.of coordinated, extremely suc-
cessful cordon operations conducted by allied forces, the local force units
were virtually eliminated, and the VC infrastructure was severely crippled.
All of the LF o's are now carried as combat ineffective, with most having
strengths of less than 30 men. The loss of the VCI and a major portion of
all the LF Co's has deprived the major N1VA units of their primary source of
guides into and through the lowlands and of their source of supplies.

Friendly operations and aerial bombardment have kept the enemy on the
move and have held his offensive operations to a minimum. Highly trained,
efficient sapper forces have remained in the A0 and have conducted exten-
sive reconnaissance of ARVN and US installations for future operations.

6. (C) At tne close of the reporting period, the enemy is continuing
to avoid contact with the allied forces, and continues to employ harassing
sniper fire, boobytraps and mines, while regrouping and refitting his forces
for future offensive operations.

F. FE15ON' EL

1. () During the reporting period, the C1 S3ection was concerned with
the convrrsion of the Division to an airmobile configuration and the re-
cmisitionirc oP additional personnel to fill newly created positions.

2. (U) Of primary/ importance to the Gl Section during this period was
the preparations for the rotation of 5,700 officers and enlisted Tren to
(I)NUS during November and December. Plarring also included consideration
:or the in-processing of 5,700 replacement personnel. Rosters wererpre-
pared indicating the operational renuirements of each unit, and the man-
power needed to bring units up to TOE strength. Upon receipt of confirmed
aircraft seat rtservations, adjusted _FMS rosters were distributed to
all units and staff agencies. The Screaming Lagle ?e~lacement Training
School was enlarged to allo, the simultaneous processing of rotatees and
replacements. Personal services have been increased to provide appropriate
military awards and decorations for rotatees, and to improve facilities to
handle the expected increase in financial mattezw.

d. 0 k, -,..F A.'/ 7/,,..t L
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0. LOGISTICS

1. (U) General- During the reporting period, 101st Airborne Division
Spport Command and units of the 26th General 9ipport Group provided the
esoential combat service support to assist in the accomplishment of the
Division' 'ls~'fns. Yhe baeic concept for rp;ort, less aviation Imain-
tenanee u.port, was ncenitred aroid the Forward Ser-ice Sipport Element
in support of each of ,lie Divisionts briZades. L6g~nical support con-
tinued dqspite reorgan .zation of battalion size etements to the airmobile
configuration. As ptrt of the reorganization, the ak-craft maintenance
capability was increas-d b,,, i e arrival inc-.- -ry of the 142d Transpor-
tation Company which wis r :d ksignated Cc"-any ",. 5.h '-ansportation Hn
(AMVS). The disposition of lTgistical stjport .-nits changed slightly with
the phased move of the 3d Brigade aid the 3d FS2E from Phucc Vinh to the
Division AO in I CTZ. Throuvnout the remainder of the period the 1st and
3d FSSE's operated from Camp Eagle, ivhile the 2d FSSE provided support from
L2 Sally. On ]5 October, a centralized 5.ystem of supply distribution using
organic CF-47 helicopters wa implemented wit1/ h the Division. This rs~tem
cezralizd the ont:.l of CH-L7 sorties at DOvi.Lici Support Command as part
of the air. oie division concept. Signiicant chaijes under this new con-
cept werp-

a. Te siprorted units no longer had to supply themselves using
organic transportation.

b. The F'3=3Is, backed up by the 426th 9,S Bet, provided all re-
quired supplies to the requesting units.

c. CH-47 missions at Cwnp iagle -1 orifinated from a svngle facil-

d. Increased responsiveness was ootained by centralized control of
sorties.

e. Air safety at Camp Eagle waz imrroved 1: eliminating multiple
CF-47 pads End air traffic pattr.s-.

2. (U) M iintenance

a. The 8eOst Maint Bn reorganized -nder the airmobile configura-
tion cn 6 Auglast. The major change involved the disbanding of B Company
(Aviation Maintenance). The company's personnel and equipment were re-
organized into A Company, 5th Transrortation Battalion, and had essentially
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the same mission as the disbanded B Company.

b. The 801st Maint Bn deployed Forward Support Compenies with each
brigade. HQ & A Company provided .maintenance support for Divison Head-
quarters and Division Troops, and back-up maintenance support for the For-
ward Support Companies. The battalion also had a rear sapport detachment
which supported the Division Rear and Screaming Eagle Replacement Training
School at Bien Hoa with a limited .suply facility and armament maintenance.
AII other items of eouipment for repair at Division Rear were evacuated to
the 79th Maint Bd at Long Binh. Geneal support maintenance waU provided
byunits of the 26th General Support *roup, including the 67th Kaint Co at
CaM Eagle, and the 578th Light Maint Co at Phu Bai, Aircraft general supw
port maintenance was provided by the 610th Transportation Company located
in Da Nang.

c. H4 & A- Companies, 801st Mairnt Bn increased their authorized
stockage list (ASU) of technical supply repair parts to 10,500 lines. Each
Forward Sipport Company established a technical supply activity with a
standardized.1500 line ASL. During this quarter, the technical supply
posture was the best sines Lrriving in country, with a demand satisfactio
of 65 parcent, and a demand accomnodation of over 72 percent.

3. (U) Supply

a. Logistical supply support for the llst Airborne Division was
prevideo by the 426th Supply and Service Battalion, except for medical,
chemical, avionics, crypto, and repair parts. Ninety percent of all sup-
plies for the Division were transported by surface means. The main supply
sources for this Division are Da Nang Support-Oomnand and the 26th General
Support Group (Phu Bai). Transportation truck support was received from
the 39th Transportation Group, on request of. DISC0M Movements Control..

b. Supply Tonnages used in aupport of the Division (short tons),

AU GUST ,SEPT 0 C1 PR TOTAL
CUS I M~ 24I 72T- TU
Class II & IV 25o0 5651 5313 13464
Class IMl 11L0 1676 2584 5400
Class V 3978 2580 5463 12021
Totals, 9602 12311 16133 38046

4. (U) Transportation

a. The DISD0M Movements Control Section entrolled a--amw7
passing through the Division A0. There was an average of Wnree eoT
a day (Mo'day through Saturday) within the Division area of respibJiity.
In addition, the Movements Contyol Section mnitored the aif±JlY Rue A
and Ter. My Beach clearance operations conducted by the26th Geeral 3z~pprt
Goup.
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b. Aircraft sorties flown in sauppor6 of the Division were required
to tr-nsport DEROS, p R, and leave peronnel from Phu Bad to the Division
Rear located at Bien Hoa. During the reporting period, the sortiet flown
and passengers and cargo carried were as follows:

XRTIES Pkx CAW VT

August 305 8660 1330 S/T
September 369 8912 7-622 S/T
October 305 9718 637 S/T

* T0L SNDRD 5h8 6517 5500 S/T
TOTALS 1527 MW 9GTS7T

*(Operation 0OLDEN S'D 1D- the operation of moving 3/101 from III CTZ to I
CTZ, and roving 3/82 from I CT2 to III CTZ during the period 15 Sep - 19
net.)

H. (U) CIVIL AFFAIRS. During the reporting period, numerous civic action
programs were completed by the Division units for the Vietnamese in Thua
Thien Province. The following projects were completeds

1. On 2 Aug, HHC/159th ASHB completed its 30 day project of providing
citchen facilities for the Dai-Hoc Hue Univerrity. Materials were provided
thMugh the uitts voluntary cntributions.

2. On 15 Aug, HHB/1Olst Abn Div Arty completed rebuilding the 1ao
Anh Orphanage in Hue. The project took 3 months to complete. Materials
were provided by CODDS, Thus Thien Province and Div G5.

3. On 27 Aug, 2-17 Cav Sqdn provided 400 large roof tiles to repair
the Nam Hoa High School, The NMan Hoa District Chief provided the laborers
to repair the roof.

4. On 27 Aug the 3d Bde, 82d Abn Div comnleted its well-casing pror
ject in Huong Thuy District. The Brigade provided the cement for 15 welig
in the District and the Vietnamese provided the labor.

5. During the period 11 Sep v 29 Sep, several projects 1ponsered b y,
the Div G5 were completed in the Districts throughout the Province. The
Div G5 furnished lumber, cement, tin, roofing tiles and transportation to
the local Districts, which provided the required work force. In addition$
the G5 provided clthing, food, and medicat aid during the period after
Typhoon Bess (4- 6 Ot) and during the 2d BdeOs cordon operations (10 Se.
31. Oct), In October each Brigade S5 conducted a survey amng the DistrieAt
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Chief a nd U5 advisrmru to determine the priorities for oompleting ftture

pro3ecto. The Ditrict Chiefs submitted r equisitlns for the nbeded build3-
Ing nd r'epair materiel, and the projects will be started in November 68.
The priority pro ects selected by the Districte are as followes

a. Nam Hoe District - Repair of roads and brid&4 and contlnjation
of the MEDCAP activities.

b. Hug ThWuDistrict - Repair of *ar torm buildings XIklhOI
construction of additional school facilotee and distriutJpod of sI o'-
kits to students, (The scool kits.contain-pencl , peona Ink, ruler, Lat
Oeciaurs tod 80 X I01 blaekboard.)

%, Vinh loc District - 0onstructdon of tbo District MXaket Plao%
repair of =dical dispensary and provision of medical eplles for the
di oe am7w .

do Phu Lac District - Repair of school and nedieal faceIt.Ia

e Hoog Tra District - Repair of schools and distribition '-f sctal
kits to students&

f. Quang Dien District -Repair of Distriot schools.

g. F:h Tu District - Prrvision of medical supplAis and continuatirn
of MEDCAP activities.

h. Phu Vang District - Rerair of roads and rebuilding the Di&-
trit Market Place.

1. PSTCIDILQICAL OPMATONS.

(U) Daring this period a total of 545 1i,. Chanha rallied to the ON and
allied forces in the Division AD, The increase in the number of Hoi Cahnh-
over the last reporting period is attributed to the continuous pressure
brought to bear an the enemy units and the amplification of the Chies Hoi
PSMP Capaign. The Division's FSY)P Campaign included the disomination
of over 4 million leaflets, 611 hours of loudspeaker broadcasts, 16 hourA
of movies mnd 10 TV programs. In addition to the Division's capaign, GUN
and military agencies initiated the Dagen Trai Caraigip This campaign was
desiged to persuade all CNN military and oivilian organizations to sup-
port the Chieu Hoi Programw D ring the soft oorcdn operations on the coastal
lowlands east of Rue, the PSOP teens made broadcasts oontinually throug-
07t each operation. These broadcasts, both from helicopters and ground

I CI
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teams, had an imediate impact on the numerous Hoi Chmhs who rallied
durlin the cordons* The broadcasts also influenced many additional eneR
to rally to the GVN after the cordon operations vere co leted.

1. Base camp medical operations end statisticas Base calp operations
continued with little change from the last reporting period. The 326th Med-
ical Battalion and the aid stations of the separate battalions continued to
provide base camp medical support. Outpatient medical visits dropped month-
ly during the period. Outpatient visits curing Augerk were 16,527, Sep-
tember 12,916 and October 12,415. The drop is attributed to increased
sanitation measures which resulted in a reduction of visits for diarrhea
and digestive tract infectlcns.

2. Significant diseases during the reported period were malaria, pay-
chiatric disorders, and immrsion foot syndrome.

a. Malaria: The Division malaria rate remained stable through the
month of September, averaging approximately 51 case/lOOO/annum. But d&ring
the month of October the rate fell to 21.1 cane 9100/annum. This decrease
in rate may be attributed to the following factorsa

(1) Units of the 1st Bde which have had the highest rate of
malaria moved to the coastal lowlands. In this area there is a reduced
incidence of malaria as evideced by the 2d Brigade's persistently low rate.

(2) Increase in heavy precipitation with an accompanying
decrease in environmental temperatures redaced the rate of mosquito develop-
ment and breeding.

These two factors, cobined with an increase in comund

wareness, lowered the rate.

Rate (came 3OOO/nnua) % Vivax % mixed

August 51.3 9.2 4.6

September 51.0 18.6 6,8

October 21.0 37.0 3.7

The apparent rise in percent of Vivax infection was due to a decreasm
in overall falciparum infection with a stable, absolute number of vivax
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cases. The 51.3 c seLVIOOO/annum rate of August was the peak seasonal rate
of R.laria infectlon for 191C. This rate was significnt3.y lower than other
units operat ig in this same area during this period of timos The stable
absolute number of Vivax infection during this peak period indicated a high
level of command emphacis in this area in the 10.st. The high level of
falciparum infection dring this peak period der'.nstrated that chemopro-
phylaxis (Dapsone) wilL not afford 100% protection against Falcipazum
Malaria, but will afford considerable protection VIa conbined with per-
sonal protective measures. This is clearly evidenced when we comrare the
percent of infected individuals of combat units in the field (90%), who
because of conditions cannot use mosquito nets, to infected individuals in
combat support and combat service support units (10%), who have the advan.-
tages of a higher level of personal protective easures. When corparing the
figures of malaria infections, absolute numbers or rate (cawes/l000/annum)
with other units in the area, it is clearly evident that considerable command
attention was directed to this area.

b. Psychiatric Disorders, Psychiatric disorders for the forward
area reported by the 326th Medical Battalion continued to rise during the
reporting period. Psychiatric patients shown in rate/1O0 average strength
were, 60/1000 in August, 67.5/1000 in September and ).29/1000 in October.
However, the patients hospitalized far psychiatric disorder declined slight-
ly in October. Retes urre 1.6/1000 for Aujwt, 5.2/ 00 in September and
4. 6 /000 in October. This drop can be at'ribLtntd to a more aggressive Div-
1&esn psychiatric pro-ram which returned a mijzity of all pcychiatric dis-
3rders to duty. The c,,use of the increr-j in tne to ,-al ntrber of psychiatric
patients is the classic "short timer synd.one. -one .i "led forms of stress
reactions to combat were seen, and it appeaer; Uj.t *rha increase was related
to Oxonic stress or that the ineidence rate increaSed for those man with
nine or itn morth3 in combat, YDst of these p;Atvepr9 can be returned to duty
in L,-72 houms with the help of sedation, rest: rucisation and supportive
p sYcn thocr aLy.

c. Irmersion Foot Syndrome: The problem of immersion foot syndrome
incrensod in the last 2 irnths due to an increace in precipitation in the
Divisio'r .C and the deployment of units in the coastsl lowlands where marshes
antd rice pa',iies abound. The clinical syndrome ran the gamut from sweling
and "waterlogging" of the feet to abrasions, fissuring and secondary infection
of denuded arsea. In this Division, the typical caue was or individual with
a 2-3 day history of standing or wading in rice paddies or mar~ies with
little or no cbance to dry the feet and change socks. The 'skin of the feet
twcame wrinkled, convoluted and white, and abraded at points of pressure
Within the boots. Many had a intersurrent timea pedis infection of varying
severity. These men were evacuated from the field becau they could not
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walk or stand for prolonged periods of time due to pain in the distal
lower extr-mity. The majority of these individuals were held at bat-
talion rear areas or medical clearing companies and treated as follows

(1) Rest and elevation of the feet.

(2) Exposure of the affected feet to the air and sunlight.

(3) Shower clogs for walking.

(4) Systemic and local antibiotics for any secondary infections.

(5) Treatment of any intersurrent tinea infection when the
edena of the foot disappeare4.

Most eases responded to this therapy and were returned to duty within

3-5 days*

K. (U) SINL

uring the reporting period the 501st Signal Battalion participated in
Operations NEVADA EAGLE, SOMERSET PLAIN, and GDLDEN SWORD by providing
command and control communications for the 101st Airborne Division Head-
quarter and its major subordinate elements. Commumications provided in-
cluded very high frequency (VHF) multichannel telephone communications down
to battalion level; high frequency (HF) radio teletypewriter service; com-
munications center facilities; messenger service; telephone switching cen-
trals, including a non-TOE AN/MTC-l, single side band radio wire inte.
gratioa (SSB RWI) service; and frequency modulated (FM) secure and non-
secure radio comunications. The Signal Battalion provided public address
(PA) systems on 39 occasions, which included the arrival ceremony for BG
Burdett. The Signal Battalion began reorganizatian under the airmobile
signal battalion TOE 11-205T, which will result in a loas of 203 officers
and men, along with associated equipment. An MIOE, designed to correct
deficiencies in the aLrmobile TOE of a signal battalion, was completed on
31 October and submitted through channels.

L. GINEER

1. (U) uring the reporting period the 326th Engr Bn provided combat
support fbr Operation SOMERSET PLAIN and IHEVADA EAGLE. A/326 Engr, in
direct support of Ist Bde, assisted in construction and improvement of fire
bases used during Operation SOMERSET PLAIN. B/326 &igr had two platoon* at

2-
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Cu Chi in dixect spport of the 3d Bde, and the remaining platoon aid
compeay headquarters at Photc Vieh. On 15 Sep, the company headquarters
and let and 2d Platoons closed into Cup Eags, as ain element of the 3d Ide,
lOlst Abu .Amv. The 3d Platoon retained at Ou Chi in suport of the 3-l87
bf Bn uad moved with thm from in CTZ to I CTZ9 closing into Cap Eagle

oa 6 Oat. C/326, normally in direct upport of 2d Bde, assisted and s-
placed three barrier minefields in the A Shau-Valley on the nlfhts ot 16.17
and 17-18 AT gust to obstruct and harass enay movemant In the valleye Ibl-
louing Operation SOMERT PLAID, which terminated cc 20 Aug, Ithe ompany
returned to direct support of the 2d Bde. On 11 Sep, follevlag Typhoon Bas,
the eospwiy constructed rB Sandy (Y 8782)9), and the cp of the i-,Q7 inf.
Later ttr copany constructed a road east from the fire bane to the beach,
repairee a culvert (ID 668324) on the Quang Den Road and redeoked the

uiag D ,e Bridge (ID 689341).

2. (U) In addition to supporting cobt operations, the engineers in-
vested bundeds of mai hows in preparing Camp Eagle and I2 Sally, Division
and 2d Ode base cwasD respectively, for the mongoon *eses. Oostrumtio
of roads, drainage ditches, quarters, office space and perimeter defeann
bunkers characterized the engineer edforts in the bose cav.

3. (U) Equipmnt support provided for line companies and Division
Headquarters was as follows,

D-SA Bulldozer - 2,849 hours
-,450 Bu6dasr - 920 heurs

Cat 112 F, arader - 1, hours
21 lard Front loader - 1,303 hours
N" Badhoe - 771 hours

. RM AVIATION

L- (u) At the close of the last reporting period, 160th Aviation
amp was supporting the preparations for Operatic SDMNRSM PLAIN During
the buildup of the fire bases and the actual operation, the Cfoup aocouplib-
ed the following tickse

a. Carried a total of 2675 eobat troops during seven major combat
asmxults and carried 2465 combat troops during six major extractions.

b. Carried a total of 6621 passengers and 5954 tons of supplies
by m-b.

c. Flew a total of 2604 hours (U-iC 367 hra, URAHl 1285 bra,
Q1-4 952 hr.).

2; (C) Daring the reporting period in support of Operation NEVADA
AGL 160th Avn Op executed 152 combat assaults, transported 25,420 tons

23
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of cargo and 8 ,147 rassengers, conducted 29 artillery battery size moves
and flew 20,510 hours. These actions were accomplished with only an average
of 120 aircraft assigned to the Oroup (Group is authorized 234 aircraft).

3. (U) The following statistical data is provided for the rerorting
period:

Tons Cargo
UNIT Hrs Floym Sorties Fax Trans Trans Recoveries

101st AMB 17,705 hrs 61,h45 40,251 2,921 0
159th ASHB 4,587 17,134 54,279 28,453 38
163rd Avn Co (GS) 822 2 424 1,387 0 0
Avn Op Totals 2311 1,03 9 7k 31,374 3-

N. (U) INFDRMATIDN, During the reporting period the Division Information
Office distributed several publications to the Division and provided numer-
ous new releases to the news agencies in Vietnam. A description of the
publications distributed by the Division Information Office is as followsi

1. The CREAHI1L; Z,. - The Livision's bi-weekly eight pages, offset
paper published in Japan. The paper describes the Division's accomplish-
ments and serves as a Command Information vehicle.

2. RENDrIUS WITH DESINY - The Divisionts magazine, published cuarter-
ly. The magazine describes the Division's activities and accomplishents.
The fall edition, published durin C this reporting period, consists of 32
pages of articles and pictures.

3. AIRBORNE DATM-INE - The Division's daily mimeographed newspaper
overino the latest world and pivision news. Special editions of the paper

were published during the Presidential Election.

4. Command Information Fact Sheets - During the period the following
articles were distributed to the Division's units on the dates indicateds

a. Your Reserve Obligation...................16 Aug
b. Driving Safety ........................... 2 Sep
c. Marihuana Abuse .......... .......... ...... 18 Sep
d. Getting Along in Vietnam* ................. h Oct
e. Religions of Vietnam - Buddhism ........... 20 Oct
f. ReliLions of Vietnam - Taoism ............. 25 Oct

The Information Office also sent 203 news releases and 140 picutes to
Vietnam and Stateside news cliannels and prepared daily summaries for the
USARV and Da Nang Press Centers and AFVN Radio in Da Nang.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Il. Section 2, Lessons Learnedi Oommander t s Observations, Evaluations

Wd Recommendations.

A, Personnel.

(U) Infusion.

I. OBSERVATIONI During the months of November and December,
aproximately 5,700 officers and enlisted men will rotate out of the Div-
vision and return to ONUS.

2. EVALUATIDN, This rotation will cause a temporary loss of
over 20N of the experienced commanders, staff officers, and combat troops
in the Division. The wrotational hump, can be attributed both to the fact
that all of the Divisional elemnts closed into Vietnam in late 1967 and
-to the fact that commanders were reluctant to infuse personnel of knon
combat ability and to receive men cf unknown quality. Casualties within
the combat elements have been such that the "rotational hump" has a some-
what lesser impact on them. However, the combat support and combat service
support elements have not had a significant attrition rate, and are the units
met affected by the rotation.

3. RECOD) DATION: That commanders of units arriving in-
country should forcefully require their staffs and subordinates to excute
promptly a vigorous and effective infusion program to prevent such a Pro-
tacional hump.,' It is important that infusion selection be impartial and
that no stigma be attached to being "infused out."

B. Operations.

1. (U) har2ctri tits of S Ct ordon Ojrations.

a. OBSERVATN- The soft cordon operation is an effective
means to defeat the VC and VC infrastructure, while minimizing damage to
civilian property and reducing civilian casualties.

b. EVALUATION: The soft cordon, as used by the 101st Atn
liv, was characterized by minimum use of artillery and firepowcr, surprise,
speed of execution, detailed searches, minimized damage to civilian pro-
perty, population control and integration of all available US, ARVN, CWN and
police forces. The soft cordon operation was conducted in populated areas
in which the VC were suspected to be widely dispersed thiougout the civi-
lian population, and where they were expected to try to escape, rather
than establish organized resistance. Prior to initiating the soft cordon,
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extensive coordination was condoctd with selected and trusted Vietnamese
agencies. Through practical experience, the Division's units learned that
plans of an impending operation must be cnfIned to only selected personnel.
Aidespread knowledge of the operaticn inevitably enabled the VC to escape
from the intended cordon area. The characteristics of the soft cordon
are as followst

(1) Surprise - To maintain secrecy, the planning group of
the operation coordinated with a selected number of trusted personnel. Units
in the operation were notified at the latest possible moment to prevent dis-
closure of the impending operation. In addition, reconnaissance was limited,
and CP's an supporting artillery were moved into position only after the
gound force had cordoned the objective.

(2) Speed of Fxecution - The units established the cordon
ouickly, and then sent forces attackin7 across the cordoned area to defeat
enemw organized resistance. The swiftness in establishing the cordon and
in attacking across the cordoned areafragmznted the enerm forces and d1-
rupted their normal avenues of escape.

(3) Detailed Search - Followlng the sweep of the cordoned
area, and the defeat of any organized resistance, squad si.Le or smaller
elements were placed throuChout the area to conduct a meter by meter search
of the area. The searchers used shovels, entrenchinc tools and metal rods
to dig and probe into hedierows, rice paddy dikes nd open areas in an at-
tempt to locate the bunkers and caches of the VC. At night, these same
search elements established ambushes throughout the cordoned area along
suspected ene-y escape routes. The detailed searching of the area was con-
tinued for several days, rather then the usual US forces Usweept tactic of
remaininL inw* searchinp an area for a day or less. The extended occupa-
tion of the area resulted in the VC becoming impatient and eventually dis-
closing or compromising their positions.

(4) MniriLed 1 estructlon - No artillery fires were placed
in the cordoned area, unless the enemy's organized resistance necessitated
its use. This tactic reduced the destruction of civilian property# and
significantly reduced the number of civilian casualties and civilian re-
fugees.

(5) Population Control - Every US and ATJN unit in the
co*ine. cordon operation had ARVM or GaT special police personnel attached
to ouestion and control the population. Orders were issued to the maneuver
forces to detain everyonej even women and children, regardless of the cre-
dientia.s which they held. All of the people -iere then taken to a common
wel guarded collection point, %,here US/ARVN and OWN special police and
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intelligemie personnel were formed into combined interrogation or re-
leased# Civic Action Team showed movies and TV programs and distributed
candy, food and clothing. HEDCAPs were also conducted at the collection
point and provided medical aid to those who needed it.

(6) Integration of Forces - In tailoring the force to
conduct a soft cordon operation, all available forces from US and GVN units
were integrated into the task organization. As a result, a Popular Foroe
platoon worked with each US company; the National Police Field Forces were
split among all combat units; and members of the Armed Propaganda Teams,
Census rievance Committee and Special Branch Police were spread to units
when and where they were needed. This procedure ensured that the force
sweeping the area included RF/PF/GVN forces who were familiar with the area
and provided all US forces Vietnamese interpreters to converse with the
Vietnamese people. Misunderstandings concerning the purpose of the oper-
ation -were greatly decreased and more effectiv initial screenings of the
populatin vwere eosducted.

(7) PSYOPS Broadcasts - During the soft cordon operations
on the coastal lowlands east of Hue, the PSYOP tesea made broadcasts can-
tinually throughout each operation. These broadcasts, both from helicopters
and ground teams, had an immediate impact on the numerous Hoi Chanhs who
rallied during the cordons. The broadcasts also influenced many additional
enemy to rally to the GVN after the cordon operations were completed.

(8) Collocated US/ARVN/WN Comand Group - The command
headquarters and staff of the US, AVA and (VN forces/ageciev were collo.
cated in a combined operations center. The collocation made possible fre-
quent and close coordination, immediate exchange nd sharing of intelligence
gained from the interrogation of detainees, and quick reaction to the in-
telligence by ready reaction forces. The collocation of the key personnel
of all forces was a significant factor in the success of the operation.

c. UOEMMENDATIONs That combat units conduct soft cordon
operations in the manner described as a means of effectively destroying
the VC infrastructure and defeating VC units, while minimizing damage to
civilian property and reducing civilian olalties.

2. (U) Setting Patterns during Combat Operations.

a. OBSERVAT'DN- Interrogation of enemy prisoners and Hoi
Chanha has revealed that enemy units conduct operations in response to U.S.
units,"pattern-setting" combat actions.

1
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b. EVALUATION: Diring extensive interrogation of NVA and VC
PW and Hoi Chanhs, the Division learned that U.S. units were setting pat-
terns in their combat operations. One prisoner stated that, since U.S.
HI fires were normally fired on the high ground, NVA units moved on the
low ground in the valleys and streRms. Another prisoner stated that his
unit SOP was to walk on roads and well used trails cn clear' bright nigbts
and to move under the oncealawnt of e-ush and woods on nights of poor
visibility. This SDP was used, the PW stated, because it was opposite to
the practice of U.S. units in the area. The 'U.S. units pattern of ambush-
ing roads and trails during periods of restricted observation and moving
into woodliaes and brush areas on clear, moonlit nights, in effect, enabled
enQP7 units to move freely at night.

c. REBOMMEDAT1DNs That U.S. units be advised to review
continvously their modes of combat operations to preclude setting patterns.

3. (U) Landings at Improperly Prepared or Poorly Policed Landing
Zones.

a. OBSIERVATIONt The preparation of LZIs both in the jungle
and at fire bases reruires that units provide sate 11's

b. EVALUATION- The tZ in a jungle must be large enough and
have sufficient aircraft approach routes to allow an aircraft to approach,
land on and depart an L7 without striking a blade or tail rotor on sur-
rounding trees. In additions rolice of an area is absolutely necessary.
The presence of pouchc liners, air mpttresses, items of clothing, sheets
of plywood and other similar lightweight objects on an Li or fire base
frequently results in the unpoliced items being whirled into the air.
These unpoliced items result in damage to blades and injury to personnel
in the vicinity of the landing aircraft. An unpoliced area is a major
threat of damage to the aircraft and injury to aircraft crew members and
personnel on the ground.

c. REMH* DATION That units be advised of, made to comply
with, and enforce safety in constructing and policing U's and fire bases.

h. (U) Use of Aircraft in Visual Reconnaissance (VR) Missions.

a. OBSERVATION: 1ircraft employed in VR missions at altitudes
1,ess than 1500 ft should have a gunship as an esoorts

b. EVALUATION: All aircraft operating over hostile territory
when flying below 1500 ft should have a gunship escort in the event enemy
fire is received. If a VR or artillery adjusting mission is to be flown,
it should be done at an altitude high enough to avoid enemy ground fire
and to enable the pilot to make a radio transnission in the event he is
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hit by eneiT ground fire. Aircraft should be flown at low airspeeds and
at tree top level only when the tactical situation demands accepting the
high probability of loss of aircraft and crews.

e. RECOMMENDATIONs That units be advised of the proper
methods of eaploying aircraft on visual reconnaissance miesions,and that,
if the aircraft is to fly below 1500 ft. an escort gunship be provided
to protect the aircraft conducting the YR mission.

C. Training.

1. (U) ArmbW~ Trainin

a. OBSERVATIDONs With the increased number and type aviation
assets made available as a result of the reorganization of the Division, it
was apparent that a large number of personnel were insufficiently trained
in airmobile operations.

b. EVALUATIONs The large increase in number and type of avi-
ation assets available for tactical employment necessitated an airmobile
training program. A program was established to standardi2e airmoile pro-
ce'uree within the Division and insure that all personnel engaged in the
plmiing and conduct at ainnobile operations were thoroughly faniliar with
the capabilities and limitations of Division aviation ad aviation support
units. The program conducted by the Division consisted of 12 hrs
of instruction presented by aviation personmel. All aspects of airmobile
operations were stressed, particularly, the various roles of the helicopter,
i.e., gunship, troop carrier, logistics resupply. Also stressed was the
planning and execution of a combat assault to include the use of all sup-
porting fires. All commanders, S3 and S3 air officers were required to
attenI this training program.

c. REOIOMDATION: That units programmed to receive additional
aviation assets conduct an airmobile training program similar to that *f -the
101st Airborne Division.

2. (U) Mines ard Boobytrap Training.

a. OBSERVATIDNi During combat operations, Division units sus-
tained numerous casualties from mines and boobytraps because of the density
of the boobytraps and lack of familiarity with detecting and detonating then.

b. IYALUATIDN: In order to decrease the casualty rate re-
sulting from mines and boobytraps, the Division selected one eff icer and

'Lll
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four enlisted men to form a traveling IrNines and Boobytraps" Instructor
Team. The selected personnel were sent to special mines and boobytrap
classes conducted by the 25th Infantry Division and the Ist Marine Divi-
sion. The team is presently writing a program of instruction in mines and
bnobytraps which will' be presented to Division units in December. Tho
purpose of the team is to introduceto newly assigned personnel the types
of mines and boobytraps comxrnly found in the Division AO. In addition, the
t-am ,il instruct on the methods of detecting and detonating the mines and
boobytraps. The team will present these classes during unit stand-dovns and
vill be available for refresher training classes following their initial
classes to each unit.

C. RE0f@ E3bXTT0N. That brigade or larger size units form
instructor teams to present classes and refresher training to newly assign-
ed personnel and requesting units on combat operations subjects such as
mines and boobytraps. The classes should be designed to improve a de-
ficiency noted during combat operations, to train newly assigned
personnel and to provide refresher training to company size units.

3. (U) Recircal Mobile Training.

a. OBSERVATION: Reciprocal training conducted by the lOlst
Airborne Division and the ist ARVN Division has increased the tactical
pr6ficiency of both units and has strengthened the close ooperation and
coordination which exists between the Divisions.

b. EVALUATION: The exch;nge of reciprocal mobile training
teams between the 101st Abn Div and th. 1st AA3V Div has been highly suc-
cessful. AHVN personnel have benefited from instruction in weapons em-
ployrent and maintenance,while L.S. personnel have gained new insight into
VO tactics and techniques. This program has served to increase the tactical
proficiency of both Divisions and has had a positive effect on increasing
the cooperation and coordination of the Divisions.

c. RE001-SIDATION: That recipr-cal robile training with
ARVN units receive increased emphasis.

D. Intelligence.

1. (U> SLAR !VnkargetIivator. (HIn).

a. OBSERVATION: Insufficient information is provided with
moving target indicators to permit full analysis.

b. EVALUATI9N: The Division never receives sufficient in-
formation to compute speed and direction of SLAR MTI. To do so, it would
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r* roccti.ry to have two fixes on a given MTI separated by time and dis-
-ct factors. Such information can be obtained only if the SIAR aircraft

mr--Ca a second pass in the target area and provides a fairly precise time
of detection for each M TI.

c. REOCXOrDATIONi SLAR aircraft must make a minimum of two
.... tive passes in all target areas to permit determination of speed

2 l: Voluntary -Informant Program (VIP).

a. OBSERVATIONs In order for the VIP, which provides mone-
tary inducement for Vietnamese to voluntrily provide information, to pro-
duce tangible results, it must be combined with a strong local security pr --
gram.

b. EVALUATIONs During the Vinh loc and Phu Vang Combined
Operations, XXIV Corps contributed heavy psychological operations support
to the Chieu Ibi and Volunteer Informant (VIP) Frogram. The results of the
Chieu Hoi portion were quite gratifying, as several hundred VCM VA troops
rallied to friendly forces. The results of the VIP were disappointing.
Not one rerson in these areas volunteered any ia-Lfrnation. After inter-
viewing IFiA personnel and the 32's of the units involved, the following
conclusions were formulatedt psycholol-ical operations were a determining
factor in the large number of Hoi Chanhs', but had little or no effect on
the VIP; the 7iet Oong Security elements i.:ere so strong in these semi-
rural areas that an informant enjoyed absolutely no security once tbe
operation was terminated, this in itself was enough to defeat the VIP; a
Poi Chanh was qnite willing to volunteer information since he would be
leavinF? the area and would be under constant protection for some months;
in addition, once having finished the Chieu Hoi training program, he would
be resettled in a different area.

c. "ECOWLNDATCIN: Aggressive anti-VCI operations and cot-
stant patrolling by mall units in each hamlet is necessary for the VIP
to be successful. These operations should also include constant liaison by
company commands= and platoon leaders with hamlet and village officials in
their areas of operation to publicize the program. It would also be help-
ful te organize the program. It would also be helpful to organize a de-
liberate, plant, which~will result in a p&blic payment ceremony to emphasise
the advantAePs of r~pnrtlng infoamAtinr, ano handing over equipment. All
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of these operations should be run so as to convince the potential informant
that he will b* safe after providnag information.

3. (0) Combined Interroati.

a. OE"LiVATION: Joint US/Vietnamese interrogation is more
effective in e:-posing 7!.l;.t Co ng Infrastructure.

b. EVJLUATIONt Friir to the Vinh Loc cordon operation,
screening and processing of detainees was done exclusively ty US Inter-
rogation Teams. Thi.3 proved both time consuming and often ineffe ft
in exposing Viet Ccng Infrastructure. Had coordination been made with
GVN agencies, specificaly the National Police A'ield Force, Folice Special
'Pranch, and Province/District S2 personnel, their assistance in screening
and processing detainees would have resulted in a more efficient operation
and faster, more tirely dissemination of information. During the recent
operations at Vinh Joc and Phu Yang, this system of more detailed coor-
dinetion tith Province/District S2 personnel and the above mentioned GVN
agencis resulted in a very effective operation.

c. RE-OS4IDATT01N That U9 units attempt actively to include
Vie tnamese intel]Igence personel/agencies in combat operations designed
to et-c ' the YC infrastruct ;-vp.

E. Logistics.

1. (U) Zsuprly by Air Drop.

a. OSERVATIO-:t Resupply by helicopter during inclement
weather is not always possible.

b. cJALUATXN: I-rior to Operation SOHSET FLAN, weather
predictions indicated that periods of inclement weather lasting three or
four days could be expected in the A Shau Valley. Since all resupply of
units during the operation woull be by helicopter, an alternate means of
resupply had to be developed in the event the helicopter could not fly
during the inclement weather. Emergency resupply b, air drop into the
valley from USAF fixed wing aircraft appeared to be the best alternate
means for resupply. A request -as submitted to the Air Force for assist-
ance in the selection of Drop Zones. Air Force controller teams arrived
on station four days prior to the start of the operationp and were at-
tached to the combat battalions. U71s were selected, and complete in-
formation was sent to the Air Tbrce ALCE and T1A. A request was also bt:h
mitted to let Log Command to pre-rig three days of supply, for two bat-
talions, in A-22 ccntainers. These supplies were rigged prior to
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the start of the operation and stored at Cam rtanh Bay. While the air drop
was not used, the planning would have permitted resupply of two battalions

within a two hour time limit,

c. R3WOfJiEDATIONs That, when resupply by helicopter is not

possible, units make arrangements to resupply units by Pir dropped, pre-
rigged A-22 oontainers delivered by USAF aircraft.

2. (U) Forward Soppy Point.

a. OBSERVATION: Existing helicopter assets can be utilized

to greater advantage by establishing forward supply points, which serve to

redu~e the flight time between the supply source and the supported units.

b. EVALUATION: Since roads into the A 37au Valley were not
nan adeouate state of repair to permit vehicle traffic, it was necessary

to resupply units operating in the A Shau Valley by helicopter. Upon com-

puting tonnage reouirements and flight times, it became readily apparent
that sufficient helicopter assets were not available, unless tne flight
time from the supply source to the units were reduced. Therefore,

a forward supply point was established by DISCDM between Camp Eagle and the
A Shau Valley, along Route 547. Resupply of the FSP was by road from Camp

Eagle. A five day level of supplies was stocked prior to insertion of

the combat troops into the A Shau Valley. The five day level of prestocked
supplies enabled the operation to be logistically supported smoothly during
periods of peak supply usage.

c. RECO 1104DATIoN: That forward .3pply points be established
as far forward as permitted by road conditions aid that resupply be made

to the forward supply point by vehiclee, thus reducing helicopte- flight
time between the supply point and the combat units.

3. (U) Preparation for Airlift Movement.

a. OBSERVATION: Preparation of unit bquipment md personnel
for airlift was not always in accordance with OPLA3's atd 30 t s,

b. EVALUATIONs Equipment and personnel sometimes arrived at
the airfield not adeouately prepared for movement. Examples of improper

preparations were as follows, vehicles topped-off (fuel tsnks cannot be

full due to fuel expansion when airborne), no shoe tags prepared for in-
dividual manifest, grenades attached to individual LBE, weapons not cleared,
pallets improperly packed and marked, CONEX's improperly marked or not
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marked at all, and cargo not secured on vehicles. None of these items
wVe major, but et mk considerable time to correct. The problem ex-
isted in that one or more of these items arose with each Task Force and
required action by the Brigade Yovement Officer on each occasion. Ouid-
ance on proper procedures had been published, but did not seem to filter
down to or was not implemented by all units in all cae.se

c. RECOMY&M)ATZ)Nt

(1) That units prepare detailed checklists or SOP's out-
lining the actions to be taken to prepare properly all equipment and per-
sonnel for movement by airlift.

(2) That units preparing for airlift movement insure
that the guidelines and instructions fram higher heacquatsre are in-
*le ented and thoroughly supervised.

4. (U) Use of Tranaportation Assets ad Material Handling uimenatduring Air Hovementso .....

a. OBSERVATIONt The use of transportation assets and mate-
rial handling equipment during the movement of unit equipment from the
unit staging area to the airfiald was not properly coordinatede

b. EVALUATIONt The use of transportation assets and mate-
rial handling equipment ( ME) was not coordinated during the move of 3d
Bde, 82d Ahn Div because the moving units failed to anticipate their re-
quirements for tranaportation/MHE augmentation. On several occajiona the
units did not notify Division Moverent Control of their requirements until
one or tw hours prior to movement time. The delay in notifying D!.Islnn
Movement Control necessitated extreme "scrambling" of assets to move units,
and could have resulted in insufficient cargo being available for move-
ment at the airfield.

c. RDOl4'WENrATIcNs That units notify Division Movement
Control of the unit's requirements for atditional transportation assets
and MRE no later than 1800 hours on the day prior to the unit's movement
date.

5. (U) Coordinatigm between the Control Group and the Unit Staging
Area.
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a. OBSERVATION: The coordination between the control group
at the departure airfield and the, unit staging area was excellent.

b. EVALUATION: The coordination between the control group
at the departure airfield and the unit staging area is absolutely essential.
The 3d Bde, 82nd Abn Div ensured excellent coordination between the airfield
and the staging area by assigning a knowledgeable officer with sufficient
authority to cause immediate correction of any loading, packing or SOP de-
ficiencies. This officer worked closely with the control group, but moved
freely among the units in the staging area to ensure a smooth flow of PAX/
cargo to the airfield.

c. REODD4ENATION: That units preparing for an air move pro-
Vi(* a knowledgeable liaison officer to coordinate with the airfield control
group and to assist in the movement of PA/cargo from the staging area to
the airfield.

6. (U) DACG/AACG Operations.

a. OBSERVATIONt Departure Airfield Control Group (DACG)/
Arrival Airfield Control Group (AACG),j if not well rehearsed and closely
supervised, can be a major source of problem areas.

b. EVqLUATION: The normal Division DPCG/AACG facility cannot
handle the' expanded requirements of a major unit move without considerable
personnel/equipment augmentation. Tasking for this augmentation should be
coordinated with the unit responsible for the DACG/AACG (DISOOM if the unit
is passing through an DACG/AACG operating at a "Division Airfield,) a The
augmentation also must be coordinpted with the USAF so that the specific
capabilities of the aerial port sre utilized. A smooth running DACG re-
quires extremely close integration of USAF, Division DACG/AACG and moving
unit effort. The organization must be assembled well in advance, briefings
held, walk-thruts conducted and reporting channels exercised. There must
be one super'risor who is free to move from activity to activity without
being required to actually operate any facility. Some specific areas which
reauired considerable expenditure of effort prior to the start of COLDW
SORD before being rdesolved were:

(1) Maintaining exact and up-to-date records of which
chalks were in port, checked and ready for loading.

(2) Maintaining exact and up-to-date records of which
chalks had departed and which were loading. The same was true of inbound
chalks - what had arrived and what had been moved out to the inbound unit
area.
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(3) .Aesponding rapidly to requests from the ramp con-
trollers to move chalks to plane side.

(4) Insuring that such details as preparation and position-
ing of weight sheets and use of troop "shoe tags" for final manifests were
accomplished per established SOP ts.

c. REMCI, DATION i

(1) That particular attention be given early in the
planning phase to establishment of a complete DACG/AACG facility.

(2) That detailed and complete SOP s be establishedp
briefed and rehearsed.

(3) That close supervision be given to adherence to SOP's.

7. (U) Control of.Cargo.

a. OBSEIVATION: During brigade size moves considerable cargo
can 1'e lost, if stringent controls are not enforced.

b. EVAJ+UATICN. The loss of cargo or the loss of control of
cargo, rarely occurs between the unit staging: area and the DACG. On short
moves, such as moves bet, een Phuoc Vinh Pnd Cu Chi or Bien hoa and Song
Be, control of cargo is not. a serious problem. However, on long moves,
such as Operation MI.D.F7 S',,r)ID !hich involved the movement of the 3d Bde,
82d Abn Div from I CT? to III CTZ znd of the 3d Bde, 101st Abn Div from III
CTZ to I CTZt, control of cargo does become a problem. During Operation
Ci'LDEN StLRD; several plane loads were shipped through Cam Ianh Bay due to
the end of a crew duty day or a mi.jntcnance halt. Although the majority
of loads shipped to Cam tianh Pay ,ere delayed only a few hours, there were
a few loads which ,+ere delayed foz a considerable length of time, The de-
lays in shipping cargo were caused in part by the lack of an escort for the
cargo and the lack of proper markinF indicating to whom the property be-
longed and the final destination cf the cargo. As a result of these de-
ficiencies, several units involved in the move misplaced or lost several
loads of cargo.

c. REC 1,N4DATIONS:

(1 That all cargo chalks be escorted by a competent
individual who has been briefed on to whom to call if he and the cargo
appear to be stranded.
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(2) That all cargo be clearly marked to indicate the
cargo's unit, destination and transportation mrovement release (TM4R) number.

(3) That coordination be made with all USAF agencies/
facilities, which are or might be involved in the rovement of the cargo,
prior to the start of the movement of units and cargo.

(4) That units compile and retain detailed loading/

packing lists for each CONEX and pallet.

F. Organization.

I. (U) Reorganization to Airmobile.

a. OBSWRATIONs The Division accomplished its initial re-
organizational process in a sooth, efficient manner as a result of careful
adherence to a time-phased plan.

b. EVALUATIDNs USARPAC nO 325 authori2ed reorganization or
activation of the majority of the Division base elements. Effective date
of the reorganization authority was 1 July. Rather than attempt to simul-
taneously reorganize all of the unitsthe Division established a time-
phased plan that would extend throughout the period 1 July - 1 December.
This period had been specified by USARV as Phase I of the 101st Abn Div's
reorganization and was geared to the arrival of aviation assets. By care-
fully time-phasing the reorganization of assigned Division base units, the
receipt of incoming aviation assets was accomplished in a smooth, profes-
sional manner. The time-phased plan also eased personnel and equipment
turbulence that would have been created by simultaneous reorganization of
all the units listed in the General Order. The schedule followed by the
Division is as followas

1 Jul - Begin reorganization of DISCOM
20 Ju] - Activate 160th Avn op
I Aug - Reorganizes 326th 4igr Bn

2n d and 3rd Bde, HHC
I Sep - Reorganizes 101st Admin Oo

lOlst MP Co
Ma1st Div HHC

1 Dec - Reorganize: 5Ost Sig En
Div Arty HHB

c. RECOMMnDATIONs That units scheduled to undergo a major
reorganization establish and follow a tJe-phaaed plan rather than attempt
a simultaneous oonversion.
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2. (U) USARPAC CD 325.

a. OBSERVATION: Several errors in USARPAC 0) 32q, dated 28
Jiune p968 have hampered the Division's conversion to an airmobile TWE.

b. EVALUATION: USARPAC 00 325 containel several errnrb. In-
eluded among these was the activation of a four comaiany a'rcraft mainte-
nance battalion which would have established a centralite..d avlatio^ main-
tenance system for tke Division rather than the planned cellular nainte-
nance system. In addition to this najor error, both 1st Bde HC and 2-320
Arty Bn, although included on the USARV force structure requested, were o-
mitted from the reorganization WD. A subsequent USARPAC 2) 607 eliminated
the four company aircraft mS intenance battalion and established the re-
quired cellular maintenance system. However, the status of Ist 8de HHC and
2-320 Arty Bn has not yet been resolved.

C. RECOM2NDATION: That USARV reoommend to LSA R AC that a
reorganization General Order be published to convert the 1t Bde 11HC and
2-320 Arty Bn to the appropriate "T" series 1MTE.

3. (U) AirmDbile Signal Battalion.

a. OBSERVATION: Conversion from the Airborne Signal Battalion
TOE U-215T to the Airmobile Signal Battalion MOE 11-205T in Decerr*er 1968
will result in major changes in the concept of operations with respect to
c mmunications within the Division.

b. EVALUATION: Under the current -CE ll-2125G the Signal Bat-
talion is capable of providing multichannel voice communications to the
major and subordinate units of the Division to incl-de fire supr ort bases
and isolated infantry battalions. Army Area Conrnmicatlons System (AACS)
support is used to establish backbone multich mnel com:unications within
the 'Division and to higher headquarters. The commimicetions established
by this Battalion in support of combat operations are considered esiertial
to the successful conduct of these operations. Upon con,erstwn to 'ME
11-205T, a significant amount of critical eqtitpent P "19 itt re iiumLer of
personnel will be lost, thus tremendously reducing the cmmmanl and control
communications which can be provided the Division. in an effort to avert
the major difficulties associated with the reduction of u>rrsorinel and e-
quipment under TOE 12-205T, an M7DE has been prepared hy this headquarters
in coordination with Ist Cavalry Division (A1) which soulntted an identi-
cal MTOE. This MTOE corrects the concept in its organization and equipment.

c. RE1MM4DATION: That the MOE suwmitted by this head-
quarters to USARV on 32 Nov 68 be adopted to insure required comand and
control communications are proviaed this Division.
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4. (U) Base Camp TDA.

a. OBSERVATION: A suggested base camp TDA prepsred by USARV
was reviewed by the 101st Airborne Division.

b. EVILUATIMN: "USARV requested omnnts uipment den-
sities included in the TDA. No commenta were required for personnel or-
gani7ation. The TDA was reviewed and equipment densities were adjusted
to reflect the minimum essential reouirements to acoomplish the missions
and capabilities as outlined in the TDA. The TDA submitted to USARVI if
approved, will alleviate equipment shortages and eliminate SD personnel
positions which presently eyisLt a.& reault of. base cams4f5ae re-
quirements.

e. REa3MHEMDATION, That the TDA submitted by the lulst Abn
Div to -IARV on 10 November be approveL.

0. Other.

1 Signal.

a. (U) Radio Set AN/PRC-77AK-38.

(1) OBSERVATIONt Despite obvious disadvantages in
weight, the ANIFRC-7/KY-38 provides excellent capability at 2fantry
oompany level.

(2) EVALUATION: Secure voice at ccprtn level pro-
vides for rapid, sare and detailed discussion of pI ms and operations
Nithout fear of enrerrj detection. 7b offset th weight disadvantage of
the ANiPRC-77/KY-38 p-ickage, two solutions have been used: first, uti-
lize the ,two-man" carry) where one man carries the radio, the other the
FY-38; and second, move the unit into positinas as normal, and fly-in the
secure voice equipment by supporting aircraft for use in static or night
defensive positions.

() PE7.OIMENDAlIONt That continued command emphasis at
all levels be placed on fulltime se of the AN/PRC-77/Kf-38 at Infantry
eompany level and that tests be conducted to reduce the weight of the
radio.

b. (U) Power Supply for the AN/PRC-77kY-38.

(1) OBS&RVATION, The battery life on the AN/PRC-77/
KY-38 is considerably less than that of the AN/4PRC-25.
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(2) EVALUATIONs Initial use of the AN/PRC-77/KY-38 gave
indications of a battery life of only 12 hours. However, closer investi-
gation revealed that, althougi the battery life of the AN/PRC-77/KY-38 was
indeed 12 hours in normal use with the KY-38, the battery life of the KY-
38 itself was approximately 24 hours.

(3) REWDMMRDATIONt That batteries in the AN/PRC-77 be
changed every 12 hours in normal use of the zinc type battery, and that
batteries in the KY-38 be changed every 24 hours. This should be widely
publicizedio avoid discarding good batteries.

c. (U) Aerial Radio Relay Set AN/ARC-121.

(1) 0BSWVATIOU- Use of the new blade type antenna with
aerial FM radio automatic retransmission permits full use of tte AN/ARC-121
in the Army UIl-A aircraft,

(2) EVALUATION: Supporting Army Ul-A aircraft were un-
able to provide for more than one aerial FM radio retransuission system
using whip-type antennas because of the drag caused by the antennas. When
more than one pair of whips was used, the aircraft became unstable and
umsafe to fly. whnen equipped with the new blade typoe antenna (sililar
to that used on aircraft VHF radios), three complete retransmission sys-
tes can be operated from one AN/ARC-121 mounted in the aircraft.

(3) REMMENDATION: That all Arqy UIl-A's used for aer.
ial FM radio retransmission be equipped with blade-type antennas to per-
mit use of 3 retrannnission units in one AN/ARC-121 from one aircraft.

d. (U) Manual Telephone Central Office AN/TC-1.

(1) OBSERVATION: The transmitter in the headsets for
the switchboard AN/TTC-7 and AN/TTC-7A overheat causing failure of the
headset due to excess voltage in the ",talk,, circuit of the switchboard.

(2) EVALUATION: Several different type headset-micro-
phones have been tested on the AN/TTC-7A switchboard including H-91/AU,
H-hI4/U and H-210/G headsets. All of these work only for a short time
(approximately one hour) before they overheat, break down, introduce ex-
cessive static and lose transmittini, power. Electronic maintenance per-
sonnel have isolated the problem to "he "talk" circuit which presently
places 48 volts across the trarmittei (pins c and d). The headsets are
designed to operate at 3 to 6 volts. To help eliminate this problem, a
one-watt, 100 ohm resistor was placed in the "talk" circuit of the switch-
board between terminals A and D of the OB relay. Tests indicate that this

4o
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modification has reduced the rate of failure, but has not eliinated the
problem. Until a better solution is found# the switchboard operators are
reqnired to use handsets from telephone sets TA-236, which have been modi-
fied for connection to the switchboard.

(3) R=WtMMDATIO: That action be taken to assig a
qualified ECOM technical representative the task of thoroug3y Investiga-
ting this problem to determine the best molution, and that all ANACrC-1
vmitchboards be modified accordingly.

e. (U) Radio Relay Terminal Set.. AN/GC-163.

(1) OBSERVATICN: The AN/CAC-l 6 3 provides a rapid n.ans
of installing reliable multichannel oommunications over paths which are
not line of sight,

(2). EVALUATION: Since receipt of the AN/G.-163t it
has been tested extensively in various types of terrain. These tests
have clearly proven that a line of sight path is not required for effeo-
tive ccmunications. Thirty kilometer systems have been installed over
terrain with a 60-meter block in the path without notic ie degradation.
Two different systems have been Installed since 15 September and both
provide.high quality cowunications with no outage in 47 days of oontin-
vous operations.

(3) RE00M5TDATION': That the AN/GRC-163 be euployed in
areas which do not afford installation of line of sight equipment of space
for larger equipment.

2. Engineer.

a. (U) kmploynent of CS Crystals in Tunnel/Ibnker Denial.

(1) OBSERVATION- In large tunnels where total destr'uc-
tion is impractical due to the quantities of explosives involved or the
difficulty in reaching the work site, residual CS Crystals can be effec-
tively employed to deny use of the tunnel for up to 6 months.

(2) EVALUATION: The problem encountered is the deter-
mination of the correct amount of explodives to distribute the CS in the
tunnel, and to imbed a portion of the crystals in the wall of the tunnel.
Using the 10 lb bag of CS..-yatals, two wraps of det cord were fourd to
be adequate to disperse the CS, One bag of crystals per 120 cubic feet
of tunnel space produces the deaired concentration.
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(3) REOMMDATIONs That combat units be infor ,d of

this ethod of oontaMLating tunnels with CS crystals,

b. (U) Fire Base Construction.

(1) OBSERVATION. Rapid construction of Mli]] ioy ii e'd
babes in a Jungle envirorment requires considerable planning t., inAe
efficient construction, sufficient space for l. units on the flird ba,.,
and a defensible position.

(2) EVALUATION,

(a) Considerations during the layout ii.,'e t ,
tizaizing the use of available land and minimihinC the perimeter w; ile jn-
suring it is defensible. Sites with a4jacent hills i,,hich over]oolb th;
base at short range should be avoided. A basic layout shouli bf aji'eed
upon by all occupants at the start, and a single fire base deve)oi.ment
officer should be appointed to authorize (and minimize) chanties to the
layout, and to establish oonstruction priorities. If yossiblt a eoad
should be cut the entire length of the base to facilitate the -.iovement
of engineer equipment. This also aids the movement of supplies, and ali
fords flexibility in the utilization of helicopter pads during opera icn ,
Insertion of heavy bulldozers (D-5A) at the earliest moment is the key to
rapid completion. Clearin4. should be done from the perimeter trace in .
ward, so that an immovable barrier of doirned trees is not crehted. D&.-o.-
litions are useful, but must be strictly controlled to insure '4afct- in
a confinel fire base.

(b) Tnitial site selpction and ]yout 6houdd be
accomplished by an Artillery-Infantry-Engineer party. Overall construt.
tion secuence for the fire base should be as follows-

1 Frep the site with Daisy Cuttlbe

2 Secure the site and hring in ai ,
team to clear a one-ship 127

3 lift in additional engineers, dc')ii ~
avmd chainews to clear an large enouEh to accommodate a G--54 LeartL
a M-L50 bulldozer.

ll &cpand the LZ to accoyumrdate a (Ui-,54 1,)caiga D-5A bulldozer.

5 Bring in 341h backhoets on2y afte- ,uifiu_
tt clearing as bcen accompTished to fully utilize them.
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6 At altitudes too great to allow lift of D.SA
bulldozer, a TD-6 (12,300 lFs) may be obtained from naval construction
units*

(3) REM!.I DATIONs That units constructing fire
bases consider the construction methods described, and direct a quaiter-
irg party to ensure that the fire base is both defensible and large enough
to accommodate adecuately all of the pr6grammed occupants.

c. (0) Rapid Destruction of Dunker Complexes.

(I) OBSERVATIONt A 40 pound cratering charge provides
-a fast and df cient means of destroying a large number of bunkers.

(2) EVALUATIONs The standard method of priming C-4
with det cord to destroy bunkers was found to be too slow when a lbrge
number of bunkers had to be destroyed quickly. To destroy bunkerb quick-
ly, a 40 pound cratering charge was found to be the most effective and
fastest means of accomplishing the miasicn. Although the 40 pound crat.
ering charge produces in "overkill" in some cases, the cratering charge
is easy to prime and easy to transport over short distances. In addi-
tion, one charge is sufficient to destroy a 15'1201 bunker with 5 feet of
overhead cover. The cratering charge can also be dropped from a heli-
copter hovering at an altitude up to 100 feet, ther*b providing on-si.4
dalivery of demolitions and reducing thE load of the combat troops as-
signed the mission of destroying bunkers.

(3) .EOD,[YT.A7I-ATI0Nt That units be advised of the ad-
vantages of using hO pound cratering charges for destroying bunker com-
plexes quickly.

d. (U) Chainsaws.

(1) OBS0,VATIONi The currently authorized Remington
Chainsaw is inadequate to meet the renuirements for fire base construc,
tion.

(2) EVALUATI)Ns This is a lightweight saw to allow
carrving it over great distances. In actual practice the saws are sel-
dom carried for any great distance, but rather are lifted directly to the
work site. The lightweight saws fa.l structurally, in that the cases
split easily, and often fail mechsnically. The carburetor and oil pnp
are not rugged enough to survive rough handling. Since saws do not have
to be carried far during fire base construction, the trade-off of weight
for added ruggedness could well be tolerated.
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(3) REOMME[NATIONZ That 8 mre rugged chainsaw prefer-
ably a two man saw, with carbide tips, capable of considerable rough han-
dling, be developed for and issued to combat units in the field.

3. Civil Affairs.

a. (U) Stockage of Building Materials.

(1) OBSERVATION: Since the tactical situation permits
increased emphasis on Civil Affairs activities in outlying areas, bat-
talion sized units require small amounts of immediately available sup-
plies in order to provide prompt Civil Affairs assistance.

(2) EVALUATIONs Isolated rain storms, erosions, wind,
track vehicles, etc., occasionally damage a single house or orush a -
rice paddy dike. The greatest civil affairs benefit is gained in these
and similar situations, if immediate repairs can be made. In order to
effect immediate reaction to those projects, the battalion/squadron
must have its am resources on hand particularly, those items which
we tightly controlled, and must be normally obtained from the local
economy. Battalion/squadron level units should maintain, on hand, a
limited supply of hard to get civil affairs/civic action material. Re-
commended iterm are,

500 " of cement.
50 los of clothing.
50 lbs of toothpaste,toothbrushes, sewing kits, health and

welfare items, etc.
15 sheets corrugated aluminum roofing.
50 lbs of sack cloth (burlap) for blankets, comforters, etc.

(3) RECDI!DATIONt That battalion size units be
permitted to stock a limited amount of cement, clothing, metal roofing
material, health and welfare items.

b. (U) Treatment of Large Numbers of Persohnel.

(1) OBSERVATIONs Treating a large number of people
during a relatively short period of time presents several problems. One
of the problems is how much mdicine to dispense to each person, and
how to best dispense the drugs.

(2) EVALUATION: Various methods of dispensing drugs
nave been tried by MEDCAP teams in an effort to treat patie " effec-
tively without dispensing an excessive amount of the drug. the spot

a
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packaging of medicine in small paper boxes was fourd to be time consuming,
but effective, Packaged boxes of medicine were much faster; however, it
was observed that the civilian reaction to this form of drug diatrtbatian
was not good, Often the people would skeptically examine the contents
of the box before moving on down the line. The Vietnamese people ap-
preciate very much the personal touch of having their prescriptions
filled on the spot, rather than receiving a prepacked box. package med-
icine in clear plastic boxes was also issued to enable the people to see
mhat they were getting. The only problem with the plastic containers
was that the only size container available for use was too large. HaV-
ing a few tablets in a large container made the people feel cheated.
Oecasionally, the MEDCAP team gave an elderly person with arthritis a
full bottle of commercial aspirin, because he needed prolonged treatment.
Intelligence reports indicated that dispensing par'.ally filled contain-
ere or full containers of commercial drugs made the medicine easy prey
for the black mgxiret. Vietnamese medical workers, after hearing of the
problem of proper size boxes and proper number of pills to be issued,
stated that the people were just as happy with a small number of tablets
wrapped in a 14" X 4" gauze or Kleenex. In the limited time since then,
the VZEDCAP teams have found this to be true. This method should also
make it -ore difficult for the medicine to reach the black market. After
trial a d error, the MEDCAP teams found that the most effective methods
Of dirnsing drugs is to issue a small number of tablets in a U" X 4"
gauza cr Kleenex. Any condition which requires 9 full course of drug
therapy to be cured is treated by an appropriate issue of medicine.
Fbvtinately, most complaints are minor, and satisfied easily with a satl
qantity of medicine.

(3) RMCOMMDATION: That in-country S-5's and medical
service personnel be i-formed of this method of dispensing drugs to
their 'vietnamese patients during MEDCGAPs.
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IMI. Section 3t Headguarterse Department of the AM Srvg Inform tics.

A. Listed below is an intelligence debriefing of two pilots shot doen on
the norning of 4 Oct 68. They evaded the enemy until O617OM Oct when thq
w-re returned to I'S control:

911PRST, Debrief ng Report 7 October 1968

On the morning of 4 Oct 68 WZ1 EWEST 0. THIBAULT, HHC, 1st Bde Avn Sec,
101st Abn Div, and CPT RONALT) (DODMAN, HHB, 2/321 Arty, 82d Abn Div, were
flying a visual reconnaissance mission southeast of Phu too (D), Thoa Thien
(P), GV1, in response to a lst Bde S-2 visual reconnaissance mission, which
had drr,-. fire from the enemy on the previous day, 1- Thibault was the pilot
and CFT Cocdman was the observer in an OH-6A. They were following a ridge-
line running NW to SE, vicinity ZC 105965, and had spotted approximately 4
groups of hooches, with 25 to 50 hooches in each, located near the top of the
ridgeline. They also saw well-fortified binkers with over-head cover, lo-
cated further an down the slope of the ridgeline. Connecting these areas
were .qrvnral well-used trails, appearing capable of accommodating foot traf-
fic. [he triils ran N%4 to SE from vicinity zC 102973, N to S from vicinity
2C 127-6S, and N to S from vicinity ZC 130972. The trails appeared to omn-
vergo ;' where under the thick foliage vicinity ZC 118 94 8 .

kbil.e turning to fly back over the area to adjust artillery on the hooch
c-mplexes, the aircraft ,ias hit by 4 to 5 rounds of what was believed to be
AY-47. All hits were in the aircraft's engine compartment. It crashed up-
side down on a hillside vicinity 2C 103973 at 0835H.

U) Thibault was dazed from the crash and wedged In the helicopter's oockpit.
C £ Goodman pulled him out of the wreckae. When kO Thibault regained con-

e Aousness, the two men crawled away from the aircraft. CPT Goodman had
sustained a fractured left leg and burns on his right leg from hot JPh, which
had spilled from a ruptured fuel tank or fuel line. AD Thibault had a frac-
tured right leg. Fach man was armed with only a .45 caliber pistol. They
crwled sproximately 200 meters to the west, and hid under a log in a heavy
wooded area until dark. They cut banana stalks there for vhat moisture they
could s,,ck out. Poth men credited the close artillery and air strikes with
keepiug the enemy out of their area in the hours immediately following the
crash.

After dark they crawled to a nearby stream. From then until their rescue,
their only nourishment was water from the stream. Both men slept that night
on the bank of the stream. At various intervals throughout the night, they
could hear a hand-cranked generator being used to power a radio operating in
CW i.4ode.

'4
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The morning of 5 Oct 68, CFT Goodman and 0 Thibault crawled about 50 meters
further downstream and hid in a hollow area umder the strean bank. Later in
the morning they spotted a helicopter flying back and forth over the area.
WD Thibault crawled to a nearby open space and waved his handkerchicf and irp
to attract attention. hen he went back and helped CPT Cbodmsn out to the
open area so that the aircraft pilot could see both men.

That af ternoon they stayed hidden under the stream bank while US Forces on-
gaged nearby ener in a firefight. Ener-' positions appeared to be near the
top of the ridgeline, vicinity zC 102976. Both men agreed thet the enemy
sunded as though they were fighting a squad-size delaying action. They heard
SA, AW, 2 or 3 mortars, and possibly a heavy MG or AA wcEpon.

After dark the two men moved to a flat area about 10 meters away and slept
there. A,-:in, at intervals throughout the night, they heard the sounds of
a hanw-cranked generator and a radio using Morse Oode.

At approx'ately o9oH, 6 Oct 68, the men heard 3 or J4 eneV voices. At a-
prnx~,, v ('930 they waved again at a passing heliccpter, then moved back V)
their pos ..,cnT under the stream bank. In the afterr-i) they again heard f3r-z
fiphts to'a'Pd the top of the ridgeline and downstren-9 from their position.
At about ]7(00H C/2-505, following intrtctiona from a. ie!icopter which h.d
arain sfftted the men, reached then and called a 1E-TTV C. Fbth men were i-
diately evac-lq.d to the 22nd 3vrgf-A Hospital, Phu BaJ.*



CONFIDENTIAL
AVII-GCT (22 .ov 68) 1st Ind i J Sanderson/rrm/2506
SUi3JZCT: Operational heport of 101st Airborne Division (A2.) for Period Ending

31 October 1963, RS CSFOR-65 (RI) (U)

DA, HQ, MQV Corps, APO 96308, 8 JMIN !

TO: Commanding General, United Sta' es Afrmy, Vietnam, APO 96375

1. (U) The 101st Airborne Division (A.) Operational Report-Lessons Learned
has been review,:- by this headquart-ers and is forwarded in accordance with
US,V Regulation 525-15.

2. (C) Except as noted below, F4, XUOQ Corps, concurs without further com-
ment on commander's observations, evaluations and recommendations listed in
Section 2 of the report. Coments follow:

a. Item: Characteristics of soft cordon operations, page 24, para EI.
Concur, The listed characteristics of a soft cordon operation are extremely
effective innovations of the cordon described in the 101st Airborne Division
ORLL for the previous quarter. The characteristics listed were employed
during the very successful cordon of Vinh Loc, described in the after action
report attached at Inclosure 4 to Section 4 of this report.

b. Item: SLAR moving target indicators (1l4T), page 29, para D1. Non-
concur. Recommend use of the ground data link station which reproduces
imagery transmitted from the SLAR aircraft with a three to four minute delay
when radio contact with the aircraft is maintained. If a moving target
is believed present, the aircraft may be instructed to "turn 180" and sweep
the area again to determine speed and direction of movement. This proce..ure,
dictaed by limited aircreft assets, allows SLAR aircraft to accomplish
scheduled missions with minimum delays to reacquire moving objects believed
to be targets,

c. Item: Voluntary lnformant Program (VIP), page 30, para D2. Concur.
1.iACV Directive 381-2, dated 19 liar 68, authorizes resettlement of an informer
and his family if necessary to Caarantee safety. This fact should be stressed
to potential informers.

d. Item: Combined interrogation, page 31, para D3. Concur. The
recommendation should be expandei to include using AR7VrI interrogators, when
available, in combined screening interrogation efforts.

e. Item: USARPAC GO 325, page 37, para F2. In a message dated 2
Deember 1968, DA notified l-Q, USA3.P-AC to reorganize IHC, 1st Bde, IAW
MTOE 67-042T and 2d Bn, 320th Arty, IAW I.TOE 6-705T during January 1969.

f. Item: Airmobile signal battalion, page 37, para F3. HQ, USARV, in
coordination with the 101st Airborne Division (AM) and lst Cavalry Division,
is working to develop final 1TOE recommendations.

CONFIDENTIAL
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S J.C': Operational Report of 101st Airborne Division (A;>) for Period nding
31 October 1968, RC; CSFUR-65 (.I) (U)

. Item: Radio Set Al/PiC-77fKY-38, page 38, para Gla. Concur. bi,
bS.dRV report dated 5 November 1968, subj: Operational i valuation of the
TL C,/KY-3F? and AN/FRC-77 (C), concurs with 101st Airborne Division's
recoammendations. The final BOI provides these sets at infantry company
level. The report also recommends to USAECOM further miniaturization of the
radio and voice security device.

h. Item: Power Supply for the AN/1RC-77/KY-38, page 38, para Glb.
Concur.

(1) Although the battery life exper-ienced by 101st Abn Div (A!,) was
12 hours for the A/PRC-77 and 24 hours for the KY-38, other units testing
the Aij/PRC-77/AY-38 sets reported varying battery lives. 199th Lt Inf Bde
exoerienced 4 - 6 hours life for k;/PRC-77 batteries, however, all units
determined the KY-38 battery does not deteriorate as rapidly as the batter.-
for the radio. In this regard, referenced recommendation should be qualified
to state that KY-38 battery life far exceeds that of the Ai /TRC-77 battery.

(2) HQ, USAkRV Report, dabed 5 November 1966, subj: Operational Evalua-
tion of the TS C/KY-38 and Ail/PRC-77, suggests an immediate solution to
limited battery life. Receipt of the new magnesium battery BA-4386 should
give at least 12 hours of battery life and, in most cases, more. USAICC,
1st Logistical Command, '.as recently ordered a large quantity of the BA-4386.
The long term solution is to develop a battery that will provide 12 hours
operating life, recuires no refrigeration and is rechargeable.

i. Item: Aerial radio relay AN4/ARC-121, page 39, para Glc. Concur.
Experience gained with Ul-A aircraft employing AN/ARG-121 sets indicates the
standard whip-type antenna is unsatisfactory, however, the blade-type antenna
enables good radio comxrnicationz as well as stable flight.

J. Item: elanualtelephone central office XNAZCC-1, page 39, para Gid.
Concur. Investigation reveals the problem uited is not universal. One
comm.. problem with cited headbets is dampness which causes carbon granules
in the microphone to stick together, thus increasing resistance in the
microphone and causing overheating. This problem can be minimized by
periodically drying headsets in a closed container with a desiccant, such
as Silica Gel. The cited headsets operate efficiently for others. GS
maintenance personnel state that a problem exists on the A;/XTC-1 of the
101st Abn Div (Ai,) and they are unable to determine the cause(s). An
ECOM representative should investigate the problem at the 501st Signal
Battalion.

CONFIDENTIAL
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SULJECT: Operational iRport of 101st Airborne Division (A!) for' Period

lknding 31 October 1968, A6S CSFCOL-65 (ill) (U)

k. Item: iiadio relay terminal set, Ai./GRO-163, page 40, -:ara Gle. .on-
concur. The lower operating frequency of the AN/GAC-163 in relation to other
multichannel equipment would naturally ease the restriction of line of sight
ath. However, to plan for quality comnunications, the WS considerations must

be paramount to system engiineering. On many occasions VFY systems have operated
effectively when LOS did not exist, but the LOS requirement still remains valid.
It would not be conducive to good communications tu consider tne ;,;i/G2 C-163 ae
a non-LOS radio, either in usage or US Army doctrine.

1. Item: -tocka . of building materials, page 43, para G3a. Concur.
Yzplenentation of thl' r-cuirnent would facilitate assistance to the civilian
populace in eierg-ncins, when prompt res-onse is rquired.

FOR la CO. D:

CP TA , C

A rT AG

CONFIDENTIAL
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AV'Hr'C-DST (22 Nov 68) 2d Ind (C)
SUBJECTt Operational Report of 101st Airborne Division for Period Ending

31 October 1968, RCS CSFOR-65 (RI)

HEACQUARTEPS, UNITED STATES ARMY, VIETNAM, APO San Francisco 96375 2 . J;,i .' G9

TW: Commander in Chief, United States Army, Pacific, ATTN: GPOP-DT,
APO 96558

1. (U) This headquarters has reviewed the Operational Repcrt-Lessons
Learned for the quarterly period ending 31 October 1968 from Headquarters,
101st Airborne Division (Arnb!).

2. (C) Comments follow:

a. (C) Reference item concerning SLAR Moving Target Indicators (MTI),
page 29, paragraph Dl and 1st Indorsement, paragraph 2b. Norconcur with
the recommendation to fly two consecutive passes on each leg of SLAR
missions. This procedure would probably be acceptable in areas of high
density enemy vehicular traffic, however, this i: not the case in RVN.
Concur with !st Indorsement recommending that the second pass be requested
as necessary only after moving targets have been observed on the Division's
ground sensor terminal. This method provides for effective utilization
of limited aircraft assets.

b. (U) Reference item concerning USARPAC 0C325, page 37, paragraph
F2. Nonconcur with the recommendation. Concur with let Indorsement, para-
graph 2e. USARPAC will publish reorganization General Orders as directed
bh DA withcut further comment from HQ USAV. No further action by higher

juarters is required.

c. (U) Reference item concerning Base Camp TDA, page 38, paragraph
F4. Nonconcur with the recommendation. A standard minimum essential TDA
has been developed for division base camps, approved by HQ, USARV, and
tertative arproval has been received from DA. The TDA augmentation will
supplement but not completely equip a given installation as desired by
the Divisions. The cost of the equipment involved in the desired division
TDA averaged approximately $4.6 million dollars per division and was
considered prohibitive. The equipment cost of the standard minimum
essential TDA is approximately $760 thousand dollars per division. The
standard TDA is currently being processed for submission during the time
frame August - September 1969.

5'
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d. (U) Reference item concerning Manual Telephone Central Office
AN/AM-1, page 39, paragraph Old and lot Indorsement, paragraph 2j.
Concur in the recomnendation. An ECOM representative will investigate
the problem at the 501st Signal Battalion.

FUR THE COMMANDER:

')ON

52- 3IFEI
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GPOP-DT (22 Nov 68) 3d Ind (C)
SUBJECT- Operational Report of HQ, 101st Airborne Div for Period

Ending 31 October 1968, RCS CSFOR-65 (RI) (U)

HQ, US Army, Pacific, APO San Francisco 96558 12 FEB 1969

TO: Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department of the

Army, Washington, D. C. 20310

1. (U) This headquarters haR evaluated subject report and forwarding

indorsements and concurs in tne report as indorsed.

2. (C) Reference item concerning Voluntary Informant Program (VIP),

page 30, paragraph D2 and lst Indorsement, paragraph 2c. Concur with

comments in lst Indorsement. Personal experience has reflected that

an informant's identity can be protected by interviewing a large

number of people, particularly children who often have valuable infor-

mation, and insuring that each interview is private. During these

interviews, information can possibly be obtained by assuring each

interviewee that if immediate exploitation of his information would

jeopardize his safety, he will be relocated or the information will be

exploited in a manner that will not reveal the identity of the source.

Often, an apprehended suspect may be discredited by attributing the

source of the information to this individual.

3. (U) Reference paragraph 2e, lt Indorsement and 2b, 2d Indorsement.

This headquarters has published General Orders reorganizing HHC. 1st

Brigade aad the 2d Battalion 320th Artillery.

FOR THE CMriANDER IN CHIEF:

C. L. SHORT
CPT, AGC

Aut AG

5"3
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AYW.-0C 15 November 1968

fnowt 1 (Tak Orgaisatlc) to Operatonl Pipoit of 101t Airbozo

mtaMou fo the Period RdlAI 31 Otober 1968, S Cs 2.65 (n)

la Task Orpoaiaticm - Operation NVAM U=

Is% de, ~xe be Dv 2d Bdej l01st kbn iv

Mc , 1/1CC HRC, 2/l10
1-327 Inf 1-501 Wht
2-327 Inf 2-501 le
S-502 1nf 3-502 Itf
:20 Arty (DS) 1..)a Arty (DS)26 Eng (-)(DS) c1326 b g (Ds)

FM (d Sery Spt Elm) FM
A/326 Hed B/326 mod
B/ 801 Maint C/ 801 Mairt
1/A/426 s 2/A/426 ss

1/265 RRC 2/265 Rc
I/ii w co 21101 MP Co
42d f Flat (Scout Dog) 47th mr Plat (Scout Dog)
557th Inf Plat (Cmbt Traker) TM B 101 1Do t
IM I. MI Dot FASCP//50 Sig
FA-c/B/501 Sig TACP 19 TASS
TACP 159 TASS (Tao Ar Spt Sqd) 34 I Dot

*3d Bd., 10st An Div *3d Bde. 8d kbti Div

IRC, 3/101 HHc, 3/82
2.5o6 f 1-505 inf
2-506 If 2-505 Inf
3-18? Wsf 1-508 inf
2-.319 Arty (M) Wi-i? Cay (OPWON 2-17 CaT 25 Jul-20

B/326 ngr )(DS)Sep.* Depart I CT)9 6M( c/307 1gr

q(326 MeA 2-321 Arty (Ts)
W80 Maint 3/82 MP co
31?AA26 S3S 3 FASCP 82 Sig

3/2 5 RRC Pat 82 Ans B
3/101 H, co Flat (*) 358 RRC
58th 1sf Plat (so ut Dog) t a (Prov)
TM I01 K Dot 307 Mod
FASCP/B/5Ol Sig Det 782 Maint
TACP 19 TASS net 582 Supply Co
25P Dt Dot 82 AG and Admin
20 CmL Det Dot 82 1I

TACP

*Daring the period 15 Sep-21 Otct the 31101 moved from III CTZ to I CTZ, and
3/82 from I CTZ to III CTZ. On 3 Oct* the Mst Abn Div assuned OPO)N of
3/11 ad w 4 Oct twmumted OM14 of 3/82.

54
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Inclowire 1 (Ta*t Orgmxlmation) to Operational Report of 10st r±orne
Mvision for the Period FAding 31 October 1968, RCS C 10%65 (I)

1. Task Organisation - Operation NEVADA EASE (n%'Nt

101st Abn Div Troops 16Oth Avn _

HFC, lOlst Atm Div HHC, 160th Avn Op
2-17 Cav 1M1 AHB

DI1-1 Air Cav (Attch) 159 ASHB
F/58 Inf (LRP) (Attch) 163 Avn Co (GS)

326 gr n (-)

101 MP Co
265 RC (-) C & Band
10 Cal Plat 801 Maint Bn (-)
36 czrl Det 67 Maint o
22 Mil Hist Dot 426 SkS Bn
Dot 16, let AN(LIO SW0P 501 Si Bm
Det 32, 5th Weather Sqkn 326 Med Ph
101 MI Det (Prov) 5 Trans Bn
C/2-34 Arm (OPCDN)
Dot 5/7 Psyop Bn (Ds) 101st Abn Div Arty
7 AA Flat 29 CA Co (DB)
A/4-12 Arm CAv (OPN 13-29 Oct) HHB, 101st Abn Div Arty

2-11 Arty Ha
1-83 Arty (GS-R)
F/16 Arty (Was c/6-16 Arty - redesig-

nated F/16 auth USAwAC aD
dtd 21 Aug)

A/6-33 Arty (GS-R)(eff 24 Oct 68)
B/6-33 Arty (jS-R)(eftf Z Aue 68)
1hHB/4-77 Arty (arr 101st 17 Oct 68)

CONFIDENTIAL
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Inclormrs 1 (Task Orgaization) to Operational Report of 101st Airborne
rIvison for the P-arod Ending 31 October 1968, Rcs cmR-6 (nl)

2. Task Organization - Operation W)IMRS LaINM

TAS FORCE I: 2019t klm Div Arty

RHC, 2/I1 HHB, Ma1st Div Axrty
1-327 Int (-) C/1-321 Arty (Reinf 2-320)

D1-502 nf (OPMN V Ju-6 Ao' 2-11 Arty (-) (as 11 Div Arty)
C/i-50S In,! (OP0)N 9 Aug-19 Aug$ 8/2-fl Arty (GS-R 2-321)
2/C/1-502 Inf (OP(DN 29 Jul-6 Aug) C/2-11 Arty (oS-R 2-320)
2/W1-5o0 Tnr (OPaON 31 Jul-6 Aug) c/6-i6 Arty ((kS-f 2-320, o/0 ReLIf

2-327 iht 1-321)
B/1-327 Inf (OPCON 4 Aug-20 Aug) C/6-33 Arty (OS-R 2-321)

2-502 Id! E/1440 Arty (os-a) (2-21 Aug)
2-320 Arty (DS 1/101)
B/1-9 Air Car (OPODN 1/1QL 30 Jul- 160th Avn 2219 Aug)
A/326 &Sr (Ds) 9g) HHCg 160th Amn Op
lat FASOP 501 Sig 1M1 AB
1/10 NP co 159 AIB
2/265 RRc 163 Avn co (as)
6/326 Mod
2/2/801 Maint, i m
Th 101 1I Dot
142 inf nat (scout Dog) HHC & Bnd
557 Inf Plat (Cmbt Traoker) 5 Trans Bn
TACP 4~263 S

801 Vaint Bn (-)
ICUi Aktn Div Troops 326 Med B2 (.)

326 Engr Bn (-) TASK ] RCE- 1st ARVN Reg ont
511 Si g n (-)
F/58 Inf (IMP) 1st ARYN Regiment
101 Admin Co 2d Ri, 1st Regt
265 RRC 3d Bn, lst Regt
58 in Plat (Scout Dog) HAC BAO (Black Panther 0o)
10 n)l Plat A Btry, l1th Arty (105mm) (towed)
36 oni Det Plst, A Btry, 34th Arty (155=)
20 On Dot P3at, let IEgr B2
22 M1 HRut Dot
25 PI Dot
101 MI Dot
181 VI Dot
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Inclosure 3 (Letter of TRUNG) to Operational Report for 101st Airborne
Division for the Period Ending 31 October 1968, iCS CSMP0-65 (a)

The following letter is an evaluation of the situation as of 5 SWtnber 1968
in QUANG DIEN as seen by a Viet Oong, The author was one of four VC killed
in an ambush by D/1-502 on 12 October 1968o He wah identified as Hoesng BEa
Trung of K300B believed to be a unit in K300# the Folitical Section of THUA
THIal HUE Militiry Region, Trung is carried in OB files as Major Ngu~en Vo
Phu, Troop Prose1ytia , Unit Leader, Political Section. TTMTR. Subject was
arma with a 9mz CFICM pistol.

"Several reports have been sent to you for your consideration and action but
to no avail. We hev ' -" "ec'ved any suggestion or Jna.,s'-Lion from you at
all on or,, technic". rnirsinn while we are facing nory difficulties on both
enemrj situation and te;hnica!, mission.

Today I send tih.s report again for your consideration and suggestion. Truly
speaking, you do not understand the real problem and difficulty of our area,
and perhaps even Mr. NHA could not give you the real situation of this area
when he came to your mpeting, because he does not stay in this area.

T he enrW is using the "SWEEP AND OCCUPY" tactic., concentrating US sd Viet-
namese troops to operato from one village to at?' Within each villagep
they will concentrate to operate in each hamlet such as PHONG NHIE, village.
While they are operating in the entire village, they concentrate their main
effort only in some hamlets. It will be the same when they move to another
village, searching from one hamlet to another; and when they get through, the
PF's are sent in to continue the search. They may also have the US troops
operating long time in one area, then the PF t s are sent operating in wther
area. ,en they 7ot something strange or some guerrillas they fire artil-
lery &id -iso hc1-J.(ptfr to 14ft US troops or even FFts, which now also be-
oom CAVALRY troops tc zevch and rune

We used to say that they go swe &n; it is not sweeping now, but we mut s
they go looking for undergrourdbunizers. It has never been like this that
the US troops are very patient in searching underground bunkers. First of
all, they fire a lot of artillery so that we have no way of escaping, we have
to hide in secret bunkers. Then they will spread out, each group with shov-
el will keep searching in each garden, and they will move only to another
garden when they get through with this one. They do not leave any area um-
searched, and they continue the search day after day.

So doing, they cause a lot of casualties to us, of which most were killed and
Chieu Hoi. Most of military acelo)n cadres were killed.

At NINH DAI (village) no village military action cadres are left, all of then
were killed or captured long time -,go. You might ask why we did not recruit
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Inclovjre 3 (Letter of TRiNG) to operational Report for 1Olst Airborne
Division for the Period Eniding 31 ectober 1968, .icS Cs.R-65 (Ri)

to fill in, but actlially we no longer have the real force# there are only
the Secretary General and about 3 fellow comrades left.

At BAC THUAN (vil.) from village cadre Jown to the hamlet, no more cadres are
left, the village military action chief got killed. At NAN TRUAN only the
Ottrict Secretary General is left, the village chief and village cadres were
kil_-. d including the v.llage military action cadre. At QUANG HOA tvil.) the
secretary was captured, village and hamilet cadres were killed, one of two vil-
lage military action cadres was killed, the other was captured. At IlNG HUNG
and TAY HUIG, one was killed, one captured and one rpllied (Chieu Hoi). Espe-
cially comrade KY, District General Secretary in charge of this area, also
rallied. At PHO;NG NHIEU, there is only one military action cadre left; we
don't have any information on the other two. At QUANG THAI, we haven t t heard
from that village since a long tirieo

Of the district military action cadrest there are only myself and two other
fellows left (BPO and MIH); the rest include Mr. XUA who already rallied
and 5 other fellow killed. So now there are only 3 district military action
cadres left living separately in 3 different areas. It is very haro to com-
municate with each other. i, myself, have also some difficulties coamuni-
cating with comrade NOD. I haven't received mny information or mail from NCO
or NAM since one month ago. (NCD is the district chief, and NAM is his depu-
ty.)

In using the "SWEEP X!D OCCUPY" tactics, the enemy has attempted to:
-Intentionally round up and arnihilate all our cadres and local guerril-

las in ordar to create a secure area of their own,
-Maintain a permanent pressure on the local population (living in our

controlled area) so that the people have to move into their area. This inten-
tion has been realied successfully. There are no more people left living in
0TIANG THAI, PHONG NHI2U, all the people already moved to the enemy area. It
is the same in MTI!. DAI lone time ago, the same in BAC THUAN. In NAM THUAN
there are only 10 out of 300 families left in HAIAND Halet; only I family
left in OUANG HA, the rest already moved to the enemy areas, or resettled by
the enemy in strategic hamlets were the people Self Defense force has been
set up. In HAN THUAN, the HANCANO Hamlet, which used to be the strongest lib-
eration hamlet. is now their strongest strategiz hamlet with 2 or 3 fences
around in which there are 2 PF platoons defanding; besides that, at d,% time
they have People Self Defense force on duty which include men and women £rom
15 years old to 45 years old; X1121 TJY, NGHIA 10, LAI TRUNG, LAI YA hamlets
in QUANG 1 -A village, or TH2ig CAN, NAX DIDNG hamlets in BAC TRUAN also become
their strategic hwr.lets.

After that, they push forward the communist denunciation movement, keep pre-
sure and watch closely ou- infrastz-uctures, -some of them already defected,
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Inclosure 3 (Letter of TRUNO) to Operational Report for 101st Airborne
Division for the Perioc Erding 31 October 1l', RCS CSP)R-6 (E a)

or were detected by ralliers. This caused n.c' trouble among the people; the
people now lose confidence in the final vict i'y of the people revolution.
The con"idence in the crre also 's dlminishr ' because many cadres rallied,
9ome rf lbm just joinA '-he revolttion recr-tl~y, sone have just been coming
back fra-i North such F- jtAN, district military action catre, ind KY, dis-
tri-t zecretary. In e dX',, to that many gaerrillas and local mai force
troops ;!ave been killel caurir g much influence and trouble among the people
We may say that this is the moat critical, bitter, and difficult stage we
ever had in QUANG IT-N. Recently, they used dozers to plow NINH flA, and
ngw QUANG THAI, PHONC NHIEU, They almost got through with PHONG NHIEU now
i~cluding LA VAN Hamlet located near Highway 1 from which the people have
moved away. They also burned and destroyad everything left behind by the
people in the liberation areas, including housas, temples and even trees and
bushes, and they forced the people to go bacl to the area to cut or defoli-
ate by hand what they could not burn. They started cutting trees and bushes
in QUANG 11A day before yesterday, then the typhoon came they had to stop it.
Besides that they suffered 1 KIA and 2 WIA by grenade booby trap wile
chopping down trees, that made them slow down a little. These are something
cn the enemy activities and people situation I want to bring up to you so
that you can easily understand the difficulties of this area on the techni-
cal mission of ours.

On the technical mission, first of all I want to report to you that I have
received a message on the military action meeting that would be held at Sub
Region HQs on the 8 of September, but I coiold not make it, because it was
too late when I received that message on the 3 of September. I would meet
many difficulties on the wayl the road to PRONG NPTEU - QUANG THAI is very
dangerous and supposing I could make to OIG Hal, there would be no place
to otxy. The situation now is very different from before; you might wonder
why NAM could make it - that is because he already stayed in QUANG THAI.

Since the enemy use that tactics, the military action program faced many dif-
ficulties. Our infrastructures have been detected or do not have confidence
in us. Even our secret agents surrendered to the enemy. It it very diffi-
cult to build up new agents or infrastructures now, We could not go into
the hamlet to get in touch with our mn beca..se the enemy has a very affec-
tive control and checking system, If we ask our men to g> out of the ham-
let to a certain location to meet us, thLy would be afraid and scared to

come out; if they do come out, they would be interrogated and bothered after-
ward and they would never come out again. Most of the village military ac-
tion cadres were killed and no one left to carry out the military action pro-
gram, aid even if there are some left, it would do no good now.

There are only 3 district military action cadres left, about 16 or 17 are
prisoners. We don't know where the three are now, they were suppose to move
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to QUANO 7TMI at that time under the surveillance of DUNC, but when DUn
was wotinded, no one took hio plaoe. P.W and TRUYV5 were supposed to take
over but no word from them antil now.

That in about the loal situition. Next I wo-ild like to extend my re-
gards to all of you. Ae to me, I have no problem with my health but I
am very thin and tense every moment now. It would be very nice if I
eould go to the meeting to t lk to you.

In the end of this letter, I wish you and our men good health and many
victories to come."

5 September

TRUNG
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